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INTRODUCTION
4 . .

This Study Guide has.been prepared to assist boapthe general reader and
students e.nrolled for credit in the Course-by Newspaper entiled, -"Amer-
* Issues Forufri II: The Molding of AmericA ValUes." The Study.r
Guide is organized in four imits, each corresponding to.one "of the four
major themes dikusSed in the new'spaper "lectures" or articles by our
course authors: Robert L. Heilbtoner, Paul A.., Sarnuelsyn,; Walter
taFeber, and Neil Harris. TheiYsixteen newspaper articles, in turn, have
been supplernented by the materials in the Courses by Newspaper Reader,
also arranged in four units.

The entire course- has been designed as part of the American Issues
Forum, a national program for the Bicentennial.: A.course outline appeaEs

p. viii.
I t is our hope that the Study Guidg will facilitate your understanding of

the many historical etents, concepts;* arid problems raised*.in the news-
paper articles aiici the;Reader. Each section R(the Guide begins with a list

concepts."They should help focuS your attention upon the most .

important themes presented in the articles and readings.
, A short essay follows the "key concepts.!'.1h.this essay;.1ke have tried to ,

highlight and to summarize the relationshiPs betweenNhe newspaper
articles'and the readings; to suggest, for instanCe, how a particular idea or
problem raised in an article has been e3rploted More fully 'or modified by

- selections in the Reader.
We have also included in eaCh Sevion a few "study questions'' to

stimulate further thought about the topicg, to help you gauge your under,
standing of the material, and th aid credit enrollees in preparing for
exarnkiations; Finally, each, unit contains a brief bibliography okddi-
tional books or articles, suggested by Heilbroner, Samuelson, LaFeber,
and Harris*,- in the event you wish to investigate their subjects in
greater depth.

V 1
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Mthough each student witll discover fOr himself or her elf how [lest- to
use the course matehall, we would suggest the f011owii f,': appl'Oach:

Read the newspaper article each weel<clip it and carefully save it
for future study and review.' . /, ,

.). Glance over the Key Concepts and the essay in the correspond*
Unit olthe Stuily Gu.ide. These wili call attention tt some of the
more important .popts Pkn the lectures and readinegs, and wIll help
you to Fead more criticiilly'and with a better understanding:

.

3. Read the appropriate selections in thi:,eader.
i

1. RereA the Key Concepts and the essay,..MQ,,re thoroUghly this time. ,

considering the is.sues 'raised. (You'iiiay-.4.1sh to reread the artides
t as well.)

) .
-

'.'. 14."? , ,

5. Procted to the Study QUestions.. Suggested guidchnes to answers
are provedeewith each question, although there 4s, .of .conNe. no. --single-ucorrecc. answer:- .. ',., ' t,

6? Turti.ib''the '..lrinotated biblio,i'.,,raPhieS for xiiggestions () i...further
t reading do topics of interest.

4\
.,t .." ,

. .Throuhout kthe Study Guide we have lought to avoid definitive con-
. 'elusions and' dogmatic interpretation&. In fact, we have endeavored to

.stimulite mot'e questiofts than we have answered. The. measure Ol good
. .

Jeaching after AL.. whether /4y newspaper or otherw;se, is the extent to
.

... which each` student contiyiues to think independently.once the teaching.
. .per se has been concluded. ^.

Vie graref ully acknowledge the support of theNational Endowment for
the. Flucnimities, yihich iru vi.d.ed thy funding for ç his project. The views
presentM in this Study Guide are those.of the autho'r.s only, howeveryand .
.clo not necessat'ily reflect theiews of the Endowment.Or of the University
of Californ' ,

ia.,
9
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COURSE OUTLINE FOR,
THE FOURTH CoURSE BY NEWSPAPER

AMERICAN ISSUES FORUM II:
THt.MOLDING OF AMERICAN VALU

The Molding of Amdican Values concentrates,on tly ways in Which
'American values and 'assumptions about national character can,be
tested by A people's activitlit. It examines phases of Ameiica at
work and at leisure, the nation's self-conceived role in the interna- .

dons( scene, aod the social institutions that have directed arid
'lshiped American.character; This course seeks to develop new under-
staiadings of the problems and realities of contemporary America.'

Unit I

INTRODUCTION
All Weinstein, .Professor of History and Direttor,
Am rican Studies Program',.Smith College

The Revolution Enshrined

WORKIN6 IN AMERICA
Robert L. HeiXoner, Norman Thomas Professor of
Economics, The Graduate Faculty, New School for Social
Research

2. The 'Changing Face of Labor
3. ThF Changing LaborForce .

4. The Work Ethic
5. Beyond Work: Problems for the Future



rig

Unit'll "THE BUSINESS OF AMERICA . .

BUYING AND- SELLING e
Paul A: Samvelsoq, Professor of EConomics, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology

6: PrivatkEnterprise 'as ari American Way- of Life
7. The American Mixed Economy
8. Advertising and the Shaping'of AmericanlBeliefs
9. Limits to Growth: What Lies Ahead?

Vnit 1,1FAMERICIA'IN THE-WORLD,
Walter LaFebeq Noll Professor of History, Cornell
Univerlity 7 .

1'We Shall Run theWorld!s Businiss": Ameripans
as Isolationists

11. Insecufity: An American Tradition
12. Americans as Anti-Revolutionaries .

13. Presidents, Foreign Policy', and the Only. Law of
History 6

)4' Unit IV GROWING UP AND PURSUIdG-141IN,A.V
,

INAMERICA.: THE SHAPING OF
A.Mk$RIpiN CJIARACTER ANDALU,fg
Neil lihr!Vs, Professor of History, The UniversitY':
of Chicago

14. The Private.Matfix-'Family andsChureh
/

15. Socializing*AmericanS:78:chool and Community
16. Popular Culture as a /iflection -of American

Character ,C -

17. The Rugged. Ihdividuzlist The Survival of
ndividualism in a`MaSs Society

10.

coNcLOSION
Dania Aaron, Victor Thomas Professor of English and Ameri-
can Languase ana Literature, and Allen .Weinstein

IS. American Values: Permanence and Change.

ix
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KEY CONCEPTS' I .,,.

In preindustrial societies.nature rat. her:than:technology:regulates' the
,pace and Chiracier Oflire. Nfost worked rnakeyliying either in agriculture
or in the extraCiiOn of raw materials:414timan. mUscle poWer and draft

.1

,animals; along .wrifj whict and Water power-;7reptesent the basic forms of
energy; the productiori;of gonds 'is Oriied-Onsprirnarily in the home.
Productiv'ty femaihs low in terms of:blitpnt,per labor hopi; the material
standard '1 living is generally bene.aih445c1ay's standards of physical.rcomfort:. '

. .

Industrial. societies are goods-Producing societies; power-driven
machines dOminate Iife. Icte majcdocCupatinn is factory work, organized
to mas's,p'mduce material goods for distribution int a complex, highly

,ipecialized, and coordinated society. The factory replaces the hothe as the
primary center of productive.accivity, and the relation between worker;. e

manager, and &drier becornes highly, impersonalized.' ' ,s

Post-industrial societies aric primarily based on'the provision of services
, rattler titan che4 production of goods. ;.Most work involves interaction

bettween individuals rather than between the individual and the machine.
. ! As Daniel Bell observes, the mark -of a post-induitrialpsociety is the

quality 'of, rife rather 'than the quantity of goods prochiced. At its full
development, prOfessinn#1 and technical people 'dominate the post-

J.:industrial society, particularly, in such' I3elds as education; health, and.,
gouerfkment.

. .

tOor kodUctivity is the ratio between the output of gpods or services
..and the,libuts-.'alabor required to ptpcluce them. More simply put3 it is
the index or:oiltput per, Worker hour. Winker productivity depehdt 'not ,

. orilf:on the work habits.of employees but on the amonni of,labOr saving
machinery Used. Ainerican labor productivity increased whep machineS

. displated workers and Working hours were shortened; recently i?,t has failed
..to keep pace with that of nther industrial countries.

.

Thelabor underclass is Heilbroner's ieren fOr those groups Wlling to
-perforrn tas.ks rejected by other:Workers or thosegroups willing to labor at
certain jobs for less pay.. These Workers constitute 2' "soft" element in the

-labor market. They keep wages down.and enable erhployers to perpetuate
undesirable working conditions. In America, indentured sersiants, slaves,

". racial minorities, itiftnigiants. women; and children fornied this class.

-The worIt'pthic. An ethic is a moral principle ofyight or wrong conduct..
Because Americans oken felt a strong psychological compulsion to work
hard that was partly based on religious belief, we callLtose attitudes our
"work ethic::: The term derc:,es more particularly; ilVwever, from .the

2
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' 42
Pfaont ethic of seventeenth-century Puritanism, which stronglx inflf),-

enced American work attitudes. The Protestant ethic amplifienn the
Christian concept that "to work is to pray" 3nd adapted the disciplined

. self-denial of medieval monastic life to the.k:/eryday:,world of the indiv-
idual. Dedication to.hacd work, frugality, solitiety,', and efficiency in one's
evevcray calling became. signs of eternal sail/att*:I

Other factors contributed to the American ethic. Jinasmuch as
social status in America did not depena on birth 'but on financial success,
upward social mobility could be achieved through hard work and thrift.
Failure to rist in a land of Open opt)ortunity might'ihen*be blamed on lack

. of effort.

Blue-collar .irorkers include craftsmen, semi-skilled -operatives', and
laborers. White-collar workers are those in managerial, professional,
technical, clericW, or sales work: Another distinction is that between

production and seri;ice workers. Workers in the service sector dp not produce:,,,t;
tangible goods. but instead they provide services to others in transporta-
tion, eduCation, health care, marketing, repairs, or commercial
operations.

Job satisfaction. A worker's satisfaction depends on a combination of
tangible and intangible factors. Among the tangible factors are the wage
rate, hours of labor, working conditions, and "fringe benefits" such as
vacations, insurance plans, and retirement programs. Intangible factors
include a sense of achievement, personal recognitio,n, and stalus percep-
tions in relation to other employees and to workers in other occupations.
Heilbroner suggests that a new philosophy .of "entitlement" has made workers
expect more rights and benefits on the job as.well as meaningful work. A
major factor in.present day worker dissatisfaction or alienation is not only
the boredom and lack of creativity in many jobs, but it is also the sense of
having no ,participation in the decision-making processes of
the enterprise'.

14
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ARTICLES AND READINGS
Michael E. Parrish

The relationship between work and social values in American life, a
central focus or Heilbroner's articles, also preoccupied one of our nation's
founders, Thomas Jefferson. The kind of work Americans did, he be-
lieved, would influence the quality of their relationships with each other"
and ultimately,determine the nature of their political habits and society.

Initially, 7effersonhimself a farmer, scientist, politician, diplomat,
and philosopherexpressed a strong preference for "those who labor in
the earth." The moral health of Arnerican society,.he wrote in Notes on
Virginia; would depend upon the perpetuation of a self-sufficient'agricul-
rural popu ion. "Corruption of morals in the top of cultivators is a
phenomen of which no age nor nation has furniihed an example. It is
the mark set on those who, not looking up to heaven, to their own soil
and industry, as does the husbandman, fortheir subsistence, depenil for it
on oasualties and caprice of customers."
. Only the self-reliant husbandman, master of his own work and neces4:

..sities, Jefferson suggested, would avoidvconomit dependence upon others
and therefore be capable of exercisino an independent judgment on pblif_
tical affairs. "While we have land t61abor," he wrote, "let us never wish
to see our citizens occupied at a work-bench or twirling a distaff. When
we get piled upon one another in large cities, as in Europe," he warned
James Madison, "we shall become corrupt as. in Europe, and go to eating, , ,one another as theY do there." ,

The Changing Face of Labor
As Heilbroner's first article and our Reader selections make clear, the
nature of work in America has changed dramatically from the late eight-
eenth century when Jefferson expressed those views to Madison. 'And no
work experien& underwent a more profound transformation than
agriculture itself.

Farmers today constitto only about 4 percent of the work force; those
who still "labor in the earth" bear little resemblance to the self-sufficient
husbandrah praised by feiTerson and described by Percy Bidwell and
John Falconer. Eager to produce cash crops for domestic and foreign
markets, American farmers rejected very early the Jeffersonian model Of
self-sufficiency. Instead, they favored a commercial agricultute 'that
brought them into complex economic relationships with worters, credi-
tors, and those who controlled transportation by land, wdter, and rail.

A market-centered agriculture not only made farmers dependent upon
others but also encouraged the development of ever larger, impersonal
units of production that by the end of the nineteenth century resembled
industrial factories in their techniques of specialization. "The Man with

4
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the Hoe," symriathetically portrayed by the poet Edwin Markham, had'in
fact become the-farmer with tractor, seed planter, and harvester, who
raised a single cash crop and bought his necessities from Sears, Roebuck
and Company.

The contemporary farmer, interviewed by Studs Terkel, shows that
'farming has become "more a business." He works half of his land as a
sharecropper for absentee ownersa doctor, a bricklayer, a.contractor's
widow, and an.acronautical engineer. He depends upon chemical corpora-
tions to fight bugs and weeds; airplanes have become all but indispensable
to his production. His own son, moreover, may not continue to work the
soil because "he's in management training. He realized he could make
more money in some other position than he can farming."

Factory .productionthe second formative woric experience discussed
by, Heilbrone'rremoved Americans from contact N.vth the soil, in-
'creased their eConomic dependence upon one anotHer, and improved their
material condition. Jefferson, along with many others at the time, ac-
cepted this new_work experience reluctantly. Those who resisted manufac7
curing, he wrote in 1816, "must be for reducing us either to dependence
on . . foreign nation[s], or to be clothed in skins, and to live like wild
beasts in dens and caverns. I am not one of these; experience has taught
me that manufacturers are now necessary to our independence as to
our comfort."

From the perspective of young womeo who first entered the new totton
mills in the 1830s, factory life Was often regarded as a form of emancipa-
tion from dull household duties and domestic service. "Country girls were
naturally independent," Lucy Latcom, a former mill-worker, wrote, 'and
the feeling that at this new wZirk the few hours they had of every-day
leisure were entirely their own was a satisfaction to them. They preferred
it to going our as 'hired help.' It was like a young man's pleasure in
entering upon business for himself. Girls had never tried that experiment
before, and they liked it." Heilbroner also quotes Charles Dickens' pos-
itive response to the conditions that he saw in the 1840sa rim.e when
the New England mills still resembled boarding schools.

Larcom and many of her co-workers did not see themselves as a perma-
nent wage-labor force of "factory girls," bound.foiver co the discipline of
power looms. A scheme of classifying wOrkers, iAherent in a regime of
labor specialization, seerned to her dehumani?ing, because it "prevents one
from making real distinctions, from knowing persons as persons." Never-
theless, a permanent wage-labor force, composed-initially of women and
later of foreign immigrants, took hold in the mills before the Civil War.
Moreover,A a series of strikes by wdmen operatives over wage cuts and
Working tionditions in the 1830s and 1840s shattered forever the..indus-
trial paradise of Lowell. These conflicts brought-to the surface employee-
employer antagonisms latent. in the new work setting. ,.

Nor even Jefferson, accustomed to the brutalizing aspects of master-
servant relationships in the slave South, ,could have anticipated the next

16
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stages of industrial labor in America, characterized by steel mills and
assembly lines. Partly as a consequenceof these changes in the organiza-y
tion of work, America achieved ec4omic supremacy in the world;.t1W
Standard of material comfort rose generally throughout the society. Work,
however, became more dehumanized as Ihe physical and mental strains of
production routine's grew in' respOnSe' to the demands foi scientific..
management and effis6ency.

%.4The novelist Hamlin Garland, notes Heilbroner, referred to theNotne-
stead steel plant .as "the,rnouth of hell:: In a one month period, Leon
"Wolff reports in His Read6; article, sixty-f-wo accidents occurred; seven o(
*hid, were fatal. In.the.44% before workman's'compens.ation laws, these4
burdens of the, indostrial. Wink place" fell entirely upon the employees.
And, althongh the gener4 standard of living rose in the post-Ciiril Vir

,
years;a:s the historiin Edward.Kirkland notes, the 6enefits of induitrkal-
itation Were not e:AnlvdistribUte4. ,

The asseinbly line:Technicitic use8, for melar-packipg and later automo-...
Ekiles required....leSphysica1:. trauma/far industrial workerS, bur as
keilbrOner P;Oints7.'647,Atis fori, of .,,.;::;rk 'rook "the abiky-4t wasit ttie
resignation-Tro..PerNiM4denifral, tasks akain and 'ligaN.,..41td again."
Enorrrious changes, of4i.iirte, ilave taken place in asseitibIlipWproduc-
don since Henry ft'ikiid's.i4qy experinients the 1920s...1itiO6rions by
management rW.LieWsorne4at the most arduol physical**;.
ion a powerful urkip friove0f.nr swept iwer the a'Uko indu.44Urinkthe
1930s and brotiait '::Nytake a greatei',voice..flIt eMpliiyetei,Wit$n ,

the plants. 4.. at
As reporter William Serlicv.write,

shop conditions, especially SinOthe 193019::':.Plants 'are ckaner; roile6
nOw have doors; there are mor e. fans for veNirtWoii ;* .''.Automation, has
eliminated many difficult; backbreaking tasrs";.'.1s,5 too; §errin notes, has

,

the standard of living risen for assein,bly line lii6r*rsAthe iuco industry.
,

"I've worked in the plant since 1929," a Gn'gn'ipiNg rolci .him, "then
we were just a bunch of blue-collar. workers whO'didh't amount to a hill of
beans. . . . NOW, well, look a lot bf us can afford surniner cottages, some
of us can afford boars, two cars, things like that."
..,Serrin Wrote abOut the auto workers before the present economic reces-

sion shattered many dreams of unending prosperity and, affluence. In.the
past few years; auto workers have fallen upon,hard times along with.other
mass-production employees; despite union, comPany, and state benefits,
thousands of them have been left jobless, barely able to maintain their

. homes, to say nothing .of summer cottages, boars, and two, Cars. More-
over, as Serrin's study makes clear, even higher wages could nor soften the
psychological blows suffered bY workers who function on ''rhe line, the
goddamn line."! High rates of absenteeism, physical assaults, sabotage,
alcoholism, and drug addiction-all present before the current recession2
suggest that even the most efficient assembly line had not, produced
labor's utopia. Quite the contrary. Increasing automation in the plants has

6 * 17
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destrNyed the last semiskilled tasks. And eliminated'the more interesting
./ ..

creartVe jobs.
Finally, Heilbroner diScusses;the.emergence of the typiCal:form of wOrk

in Ameried today: "white-c0114r" labor, which the sociokist C. Wright .

Mills orke-Pescribed as "the Symbol factory, that produces the billion slips'
.. .

of.paper that gear modem society into its daily shaPe." Most Amer,icans
toda),perform exactlY the kind' of work jefferson feared: they labor fot
others, either in Manufa,cturingOr "service" jobs., the core.of white-collar
work, il,which, 'Asa* en, clerks,- lawyers, teachers, or bartender's, they

:
.

r depeniripoh "theicas tIes and. capriCe of eustorners."Nhe goOds:.:and.
services turned. n t:ti ;hire-Collar econonly are often abStract

-
difficult to .r.A

,,t4p ,oacc depends more upon a.capacity.co nianage (and-..-,
manipulate) b ... It rIarge organization than upon Ability to .,..:: .
transform ra*, .1,- F r-an nattiral resodnes; pOrsonal .satisfaCtion,-as

. .,. . ,. Kenneth Lassonl'ri'. es;Ivaries with,the Panicular individual and job:,
..-9At the satnetirde, 6 souldargue that Americans nave nbcv entered a. . ,

Jeffersonian patadisi: intellectual work has assiamed tritica'l importance -
ancf pow'er. Akhbugh °Tdebated the relative rneriwofs'agricukure and
industry, Jefferson nev e pressed:TIoubts ConGeriaing idtektual lo.c.
A Under of .the UniVersit 'irginia, he redaided con'vinceri that sueh. , .ins tutions could produce t erica a "natural aristocraer of formally-
trai ed,gsagacious leaders.. .agors of the minftiscientific inquiry ,

and specIrlative thoughtse -il to Jefferson as importark to America's .
destiny as the labor done on arms and work benches. '

:In America today there are more students p,ursuing College and univer-
- sky degrees- than farmers ilising food. Unquestionably, the American
work force is the most educated (and perhaps theliMt edUcated) work
force in the history of-the world. The nation's- economic Machine-1-
farms, faCtories, corner drugstores, supermarketsruns as never before
trpOn the mental energy..provided'by highly trained, intellectual workers.
in biology, chemistry, physics, psychology, Mathematics, and business
administration. Work that tequires education, once a monopoly of the

., .upper class In Jefferson's day, has been diffused throughout the occupa-
tional, structure. 0

.

- ,

The Changing Labor Farce
In his'second article, Heilhroner analyzes thechanging composition of the,. ,L
American lahor force. Although white males,'principally English-speak-
ing tradesmen and farmers, constituted the,original, non-Indian work

o. force in America, tile South became an exceptiOn, to this pattern through
the exploitation of African slave labor.

On the one hand:slavery represented the anomaly-1n an America that
prided.itself on its.regime of "free labOr," where individuals remained at
liberty to pickl*tid choose their callings. The impossibility of reconciling'
slavervorith ftee fabor as well as tht2- fear that the institution would spread
frod7the South to other regions led to itS eventual desttuctiori' during the
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Civil War. On-the other handNs Heilbroner notes, certain characteristics
of iouthern slavery-Tits factory-like ten-To on large plantation; and she
use of. a racii.al "underclass" tioperform "the..dirty. work" rejected by
nati4-bOnMinericansreappeared time and again in AMerica over the
next one hurtdred years.

Although a fewscholars; echoing the arguments made by slave-owners
themselves before the:Civil War, have emphasized the productive effi-
ciencieS of the system .and thedecent treatment acCorded -to the. slaves,
mOst historians of the subject reject ttise conclusions. Kenneth Stampp,
for example, examines the methods of physical.and psychological terror
required to sustain a f8rceA labor economy. He and others have also called

i attention to the ebronic incidents of sabotage and malingering among the
slaves and ttz the fact that "efficient" methods of production are impos-

-

sible to calculate in a situation in which southern plantation owners,held a
i.

virtual monopoly Of world cc:von cultivation. The coerciVe dis.Cipline. of
the sli'Ve economy is further revealed in Sarah Gudger's narrative of hee

. , ., ,hfe on a sotithern plantation,. ,., '

This is not. to say th4 southern:apologists for slavery were wholly .

, .

. --k----mista en w ens ey called attention Eo the grim conditions developing in
noitherd industry among so-called:'.'free" laborers.. The wage system in

, thesnineteenth century;tould be equally callous and despotic, whetherone
speaks of New Englandcotton mills in the 1850s; railroad,construciion in
the ,1870s, or steel anclmeat-packing plants in the 1890s. Industrializa-
tion, likeslavery, required its "underclass"so perform the "dirty work" of
America; by and largethis "underclass" was found amdngshe millions of

6 '
inimigrants who entered the United States between the 1840s and the
*,1920s. Without Eh' e miracle of American industrialization would
not have hien possiIeN i . -,

Few hiStorians have Contributed more to understanding this coniplex.
process than Herbert Gutman, whose well-known essay on work, culture,
and society is included in the Reader. As Gutman points out, inimigrant

.

. groups enteret.--theisndastrial work force at,Aifferent periods in time, Yet

. each faceclimilar prohlems in adapting to ale discipline of the'factory 9r'.
t,

assembly4line. The makijIg of the American working class, largely out cif
iMmigranimaterial, inpgd bitter struggles between folkways and ma-, _

. chineways, beteen ol ethnic habits and customs, often nurtured over
..-.-.

centuries, and inchaStrial rationality promoted by engineers and business
managers. If scientific management finally triumphed, it was not without
a battle:often reflected in the violentconfro.ntations between workers-and
managers that littered America's industrial landscape from the Civil War
through the Great Depression: .

ZIn addition co immigrants, Heilbroner writes, children. constituted
another "weak"'Portion'of the labor forCe utilized by industrial employers.
In the days before stron& union organizations, collective bargaining, and
minimum, 'Wage lawi, children were an important source of family in-
come, supplementing the-meager earnings of parents. Owen Lovejoy,

.
, ..

8
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writing at the turn of the century, described the frightful conditions
endured by childr"en in the Coal mines: "the cloud of dust . . . so dense
that light cannot penetrate, and even on bright days the breaker boys are
compelled to wear mine lanips in their little caps to enable them to see the
coal,at their own feet." Equally horrendous conditions prevailed in textile
mills, the Principal bastion of child labor in the twentieth century.

Women, as Heilbroner notes, suffered peculiar injuiies and injustices
athong American workers. During the ,period of.intense industrial
development, they, formed part of the factory "underclass." Immigrant
women, as well as native born, described in 1906'13y:the novelist
Theodore Dreiser i Sister Carrie, found employment at repetitIve tasks io
the sweatshops of Amelica, especially in the clothing anclitextile'indus-
tries. Wit e? the rise of white-collar -Work; women achieVe41 monopohstic
domination of certaiti jobs, but ?he jobs were Lisually the least rewarding
ones. Sexual segregation, like racial segregation, came to characterize
large segments of the occupational hierarchy, until both barrie'rs were
openly challenge0 durini the 1960s

-
and 1970s. ,

In our-sophisticated, post-industrial -economy, in which the din of

4.

computers, Xerox machines, and electric typewriters has, replaced 'for
most workers the roar of factory machines, we tend to forget that dirty, ,

arduous rpm still remains the daily experience for many people in the
American labor force.Thistis certainly true for migratory-rarmworkets.,,
the.landless field hands; who harvest the bounty ofAmerican- agriculture
and who, 'like Manuel in Raymond .:Bartio's novel Nun*, flan; Picker,'
struggle each day against both nature and;he primitive exploitation of
other men.

The Work 'Ethic
The nature of work and the composition of the work force have changed in
Amerita over 200 years; so, tog, Heilbroner suggests, has there been
change in the vilue placed upOn work itself. Did a. tradTtional Vwork
ethic" exist in America? How has that ethic been minified?

Throughout the,nineteenth century,,many observers Of our society re-
, marked on the great zeal with whiCh. all Americant-4usinessmen,
artisans,Jarmers, industrial workers-44ent about their tasks. The

,' Frenchman Tocqueville, for example, was,rstruck by the4yeriousness and
. 7k

grim deeenninatiOn that martted the enterpr'ising Americans he saw in the
lEt30s; frivolity arid playfulness seemed aliente, their.,work habits..

,. Economic necessity surely accounts:for much of the. frantic effort infus
ingAinerican workers who, during the nineteenth century, virtually built
an economy fAim scratch. Land could not bi cleared, crops planted, mines

. dug, or railroad tracks laid in a hostile wilderness without unremitting,
singleminded attention to the tasks at.hand. No government.or corpora-

' tiop*tood ready to assist a financially-troubled fariner whose harvest
fAlied;'depletionallowances did riot cushion the ups and downs of extrac-
tive induStries; laid-off textile workers \received no succor from state un-
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employment compensation. The sci-called Puritan wci,rk ethic.one sus-
pects, 'tested inoie upon'tlie practical fear of economic hardship than upon
fine-spun theological considerations.regarding the condition 'or one'g soul..

In addition, Gutman emphasizes the fact that industrial work habits
did not arise spontaneously from the hearts ahd minds of .those who
entered the -laba force. Native:born Kmericans an& immigrants entered
factories and mills from preindustiial, tural backgrounds that'lacked.syS-
remark conceptions of work discipline:401d habits and rouvines, many of
them hostile to industrial modes of thinking and acting, had to be eradi-
catecl befOre the Puritan work. ethic triumphed in America's factories.

The desire to "get ahead" Heilbroner notes-,. also served as a powerful
incentive to work hard in America. Increased income, a better job, higher
statusall seemed to awai(those'who displayed ambition and ailfgenCe.

, Although thewags-to-riches myth may have been just that for a great
many Americans who never moved up the ladder of success, there were

...enough visible "winners'' to maintain, the incentive among those who
hoped to climb-To the top.

Of course, the desire to gain-more income throuzh job mobility raises
an intriguing, prOblervi:* did Americans work hard because they enjoyed
work, or did they work hard in order to ultimately escape from work?
Considerable evidence sugges1s that the latterconclusion is more accurate
at least "todayboth for thoSe who do, physically taxinglabor arid'
those who carry out the dull routines of white.:collar, bdreaucratic labor,

A .great many industrial and white-:eollar tasks in American society
have never demanded much in the way of creativity or initiative. These
repetitive jobs do not nourish the mind or spirit; they do not call forth
what the economist Thorstein Veblen once called "the instinct of work-
manship" because they. are mere subdivisions of some larger enterprise or
activity. The creativity of men and women, frustrated in the job 'role,
sects expression elsewhere. Sociologists Robert arid Helen Lynd, writing
about blue-collar and white-cllar workers during the.,1920s, noticed a
decline in the work ethic as such ahd.a rise in what might be called the
consumption ethic. For many people in Middletown, work remained a
centtal focus of their lives only to the extenPthat.it provided money to
'purchase the personal satisfactions and pleasures denied them on the job.

The routinized tasks of our industrial and Rost-kndustrial economy have
contributed to the decline of the traditional work ethic. But, as
Heilbroner notes, other factors sapped its vitality as well, among them the
tise of the "welfare state.' and a philosophy of "entitlement" that encour-
ages workers to demand more in'the areas ofjob satisfaction and benefits.

,Business failures:, unemplOyment, and job injuries have not been
banished from Americ-a's work.envigonrnent, but, at least since the 1930s,
the hardships and disgrace a,ssociated with these recurrent labor.problems
have been alleviated somewhat by government programs. Government
subsidies or loans may-save enterprises previously doomed by managerial,.
incompetence; emPloyees, laid off by General Motors or Ford, may receive

;
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union, company', an. d state benefits. In addition', public and private insur-,.

a.nce prograrni.cover many accidents and, it is hoped; protett workers who
have retired, from the labor force.
' Ho Weyer, as Heilbroner argues; it is 'much .too early, to write the,
epitaph of the work ethic in America. Many workers, unable to make endS
meet; -hollAbtwo jgAn. Millions of others, subsisting' Gip various forrns of
public welfare, timain ear' to:eure "aeCent" employment, Polly
ToYnbee's study of job placement problems faced bY ghetto'::;YOuth in. I.
Washington, D.S, suggests that they, too, expect society to provide not
merely work *meaningful wolk. The expectations of even the:.itiost
unskilled WorIcers'haVe increased as they,firicithemselyes,on the outskirts
of an affluene.Society, looking in on the comfortable members. If the Work
ethic is to surviVe in America, does it not require as a minimum that. l

.those_sttilling co work find work?

Beyond Work: Problems for the Future
But can America' provide sufficient work for its citiZen's in the future? And
Wilichis work-be ofa kind that reduces, _job dissatisfitetionand alienation?
Heilbroner's final articlb discusSes these imponant questions. .

America will need not simply yore jobs; but.more jobs tailored tosthe
characterinici nf its working populatjon. The service sector of the econ-
omy Todayv:imPloys 64 percent Of the' la&r forCe, yer chis Sector may
experience rapid automation and the displacement of workers, such as that
which occurred previoUsly firtiagrieulltire:.and Manufacturing. Fanners, .

pushed. off the land by consolidation and maChinery, still:found emplok-
ment in Arnerjca's factorits during the nineteentp and much of the
tieth century. InduStrial workers: sirnilarly -moved into service ernplOy-
ment. But where Will the service workers go? How wilt they be recycleA
into new jobs if automation proceeds?

Two solutions, both involving a large measureof public and private
planning, suggest themselves: the rate of technological innovatioh must
be carefully 'Controlled to' reduce unemployment; and the government
mustbe prepared to Onance new, nontraditional work at ptiblic expense in
areas such as health care, legal aid, conservation, pollution 'control,
and education.

How.widespread arid serious is job alienation in America? :That, no
doubt, depends not only upon which workers you talk to, but also upon
their expectations ahOut work. Alienation itself is a tricky word used to
describe a broad range-of worker irnstration anediscontent, some' trivial
and some nor trivial.

A skilled worker,. sociologist Daniel Bel) reminds us, "may find his .jhb
monotonous, and a chambermaid in a bustling metropnlitan hotel may
not. Nothing may be more deadly, perhaps; than the isolated herrrietic
fife of the bank tellei'in his cage or of the elevator operator in his sealed
jack-in-the-box."

,
Frustrated, unhappy workers are not, as Irving Kristol argues, only a



fantasy in the researcher's mind. Too much evidence exists to the con-
trary, including our own personal experiences. "Who has not,"
Heilbroner writes, '4been exposed to the slovenly repairs Of a bored mech-
aniC, the total-absence of 'interest of a store clerk, the oUtright aggression
or a hOspital a4endant?" ToughTminded executives in the auto industry-
became SUfficiently alarmed over- manif rations df e?nployee. utirest. ,
absenteeism _sabotageto attempt sojae reorganization of the work
process. They were, not responding o the ideas of fuzzy-minded

*intellectuals.
. .

The problems of job afienation,.Bell Vvrires; ale very real, although the-,
solutions may not be simple. Redesigning factorY wOrk", for example, in
the interests of morale and creativity will demand the sacrifice of produc-
rivity. An increase in *job safaction must' be paid for:at some point,
perfiaps, in reduced output, and higher costs to consumers. Reorganizing
work -in large, white-collar institutionsuniversities,.: insurance corn-
pabies, hospitalsmay prove ro be .equally expensive and even' more
taxing to human ingenuity: .

.../ . .

Ind ustrializat ion., Jefferson conceded long ' ago, was -' necessary for
American economic independence and for the "comfort" of American
cirizenL T,he transformation of work since the 1780s has certainly fulfilled`
that promise of comfori: Where material 'comforts 'are concerned, the
Ainerican worker enjoys the highest living standard and per capita income .:.

in the world. On rile other hand, many pf the issues relating ro work*d
isocial

values that t bled Jefferson remain unresolyed: Th5ft3,Ore nor/
material questions timately hut concern ratra rho' qualWalinmart y,_

experience and social relationships under different formS of;Work.:
In their approactr-tp work, have Americans sacrificed Eno irrocla::infAvi,,,,IJ

dual self-expression and self-mastery in the interests of material comfort .
and effiCiency at .any price?.If the yeoman ideal of the independent hus-
bandmin was neither realistic .nor' especially desirable, have we not, ..

reached the opposite extreme in modern assembly lines and white-CoIlar':
"factories" where the work that people do brings satisfaction and pleasure
only as it relates to the needs of the collective organiiation and where the .

connections between individual labor and individual achievement' are at
times extremely tenuous? s.

12'
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STUDY QUESTIONS
=z,

tJ. Describe how the character of th work experienCe in America bas
;changed over rime. What Tajor facto influenced that process?

-

. StikgeSted Guidelines .,._.: ..,

.Sttucrure your discussion around the central shifts from agricultural to
factory:so white-colla ccupations as America developed from a preindus-
srial tO an indiFr to a post-industrial society. ,

tonsider firit ho and why American farm life has changed, froM the
,. .pioneWera describe y BidWell and Falconer to today, 'as revealed in

Studs Terkel's intervie with.,giel-ce. Walker. -Why did the market-ori-
,ented Contmercial fir r displace Jefferson's ideal *self-suffi ienP: bus,.,
',bandmari,.asMichael Parrish's Study Guide essay notes, and why areso..

few Arriericans now.tieeded to supply agricultural products? How did new
technologf and, agricultural business practices affect the farmer's life?

- What ;does Edwin Mark amt poem'about the brutish effect of unremit-.

ting physical labor sug est aboin agricultural life before the introduction. ,of cruKhinery and tno ern power sources?. How different is the lot of
toda.r.s' iiiigrant farm laborer, as described by Raymond Barrio?

:1-4!.4rnA'-kg.to the idustrial work that replaced farm occupations, what .2
factnrsirarisformed the life of factory workers from the relatively deceni

ttem of the earlk Lowell milli4 which Heilbroner arid Lucy Larcom
!describe, to the inhumane conditions of turn-of-the-century,Pittsburgh

. steel mills and Chicago shoe 'factories as shown in the Readei selections by
,

Leon Wolff and Theodorp:Dreiser? Consider here the role of heavy immi-
..

gration and migration from 'the ftrms in.indeasing the industrial labor
supply and delaying the development of union Organization. Note,, too,
how technological innoptions in agriculture, transportation, and corn-

, mimicarions, as well as in factory processes made the shift to an industrial
econorny possible. Consult Herbert Gutman regarding new industrial

. workers' adjustment. to-machine-oriented rhythms and factory discipline,
and.compare their life to the close contact With nature rhat agriculture,
involved. Then observe tiow the assemblY line :and autamation further
affected 'the character of factory work, If a rise in per capita income
adomparlied industrialization, as Edward.Kirkland argues, were the ben-:'
eras of industrial society equitlbly. ,harel? Consider Robert and Helen
Lynds' study, Daniel Bell's first arikle,'4;Work and Its Distontents,"
and Williath ,Serrin's account of automobile factory work: Do increase0
liting standards and leisure rime Compensate for loss in job satistaction?
DO you tgree with Irving Kristol's view that worker discontent isa

overdrawn?
What factors contributed to the Increasing proportion of service occu-

pations in post-industrial, America. that Heilbroner and Bell describe?
. How does, the quality bf. "white-collar" work differ from "blue-collar"

,
13
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occupations? Consider, tar), Heilbroner's discussion of the decline in
-meaningful work opportunities and the welfve state's impact on worker-
attitude's. How did government policies since the 1930s affect workers'
options'and expectations? How has the increased importance of education
in rhe "service economy" created new problems as well as new opportuni-
ties for different sectors of the work force? Finallyhow &es the quality of
the average American work expeOence tbday (ornfAre, to that of previous
Pencm4?. -

,

:2.. Descrile the role rhe labor "underaasS" has played in'the American
. .

work kene.
. .

§uggesied Guiclelines -.

Begin by reviewing Heilbroner's second article. Observe that the labor
market responds'to the forces of supply and demand and-that the relative
positicip of one worker over another depends on individual economic need,
skills; Gultural factors like race,.ethnic, and sex prejudice, and opporcunity

. try join with others to present a united froti to employers in the bargain-
"..ing process..

Note that the shortage of workers for hire in' early America led em-
ployers to secure a, labor supply by imtorting "indeniured servants" and
by turning to slavery. Whai do Kenneth Stampp and Sarah Gudger tell
you about the .conditions slaves endured and the methods owners em-
ployed.in exploiting this labor "underclass"?

Why were most later immigrants forced to accept less desirable jobs
and paYscales? Note that'immigrants made the rapid develoPment of the
ountry and of the industrial system possible. Consider, however, hoW
nrinued heavy immigration affected the American labor movement and

delayed reform of_working conditions. Why did children remain In im-
portant "soft element" in the labor force:for so long, despite the efforts-of
reformers like,Owen Lovejoy? Note that, as Raymond Barrio shows,
mignr farm :workers still perform 9nerous tasks for low pay. How do
racial attitudes and ethnic factors contribute to the persistence of this
labor underclass? What other racial groups remain at a competitive disad-
vantage in the labor market?

Finally, how has.. modern labor and welfare legislation .affected the
bargaining position of different elements in the labor force) Consider here
Heilbroner's discussion of the new "philosophy Of entitlement" i'n his
third article and Myer Waxler's experience as a youth employment officer
in "I Don't Walk Around with Jobs in,My. Pocket." Who today must still
accept less desirable work? Will increasing unemployment add new ele-.
ments to the labor underclass?

. S.

3. Discuss tl;e evidence for and against the contention that tile American
work ethic is changing.
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Suggested Guidelines
First define the traditional view of the American work eth'ic. Observe that
Heilbioner, Herbert Gntman, and Daniel Bell generally .agree on ;he
ideas involved in that ethic but that they offer different views of how it
was shaped and how widely it was hele In Considering why, Americans
were willing to work hard, Heilbroner lists religiou§ beli s employ-
ers demands but stresses the opportunity to"get.ahead"
ual effort, in _an open society. Was economk necessity or a mon more

, imptirtant th4n.c.i.iltural traditions inIshaping dominipt -America2vork:
.atfitUdes?.Note that ,Bidwell and Falconer show- thaAnlericans-hal4 to-
work hatd juit'`tb survive in the ...wildernes bdt that- tke"-6ffort paid off ".
Well.' roner points out t at enough people, did improve their status
thniugh frugality .rid hardwork to reinforce acceptance oft hose values. Do
the work atritudes Pierce Walker reveaKsuggest that the oldworkethic is
still strong, 'at least for the self7employed? Is opportunity to rise still an
impAnt Work inantive?

'According to Gutman and Belt, the Protestant religious work ethic Wa§
,, neVercommon among wage workers. How do they support that claim?

Gutman argues that- employers imposed work habits that both native-
born .Americans and immigrants adopted reluctantly. When .economic

. .

. ;Ad forced workers to accept such conditions, did they come to accept the
..';;/4oloy.O.r.s". moral rationale as well?

HoW have the values of the "Consumption society'.' Bell describes ink;-'
ence svtic attitudes? NOre that although the tynds' 1920s study showed-

ange in woikers' motivation, from th intrinsic satisfactrons of the job
itself to the "instrug;ental" value of work,in making possible leisure Ind

.
consumer satisfactibns, they still found that Middletown people worked
very hard. Is the ;,,orker dissatisfaction William Serrintliscusses eyidence
that the American work ethic has further deteriorated? How, has the
welfare state's "ri§ing threshold of job atteptabifity" that Heilbrorier.,...
identifies affected work attitudes? If the Prolestant ethic i§ dead, whyd6

-Americans still look down on people'who do not work to earn their keep?
What evidence does Heilbroner find that Ainericans, are still Willing to
work hard? Qo the example§ Of worker hosrility: and poor -performance,
preoccupation with the, pUrsuit of leisure, rising welfare rolls, arid the
emergeiite of the counterculture among young Amfricans suggest a con-
trary conclusion?

4. What major employment prob s 'do- Americans face in pOst-inclus-
p trial society and what measures are proposed to meet those challengei?

Suggested Guidelines
Review first Daniel 'Bell's descriptiOn of the postindustrial .service
economy. Then consider fie ilbroner's warnings that population growth and
continued automatioi will make it increasingly difficult to provide satis-.
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fying,wbs for.all Americans. According.to.Heilbroner, the primary chal-
;le,hge I! be.. re jobs that can be filled bY .an unevenly qualified
*Ork, ,tha ands, truly'ineaningful job opportunities. If education,.
Orirrl. ...teS t jOb dissarisfaction,.. does it al4p., help to create 'new and

job opportiiriiiies as Irving Kristorsuggests?. How could
s'eatici.tional'refdrdi. help to eliniiriate the disp4ietin worker qualifica-

klelb.1.4ner. mention0' if the quality of .work is already a serious. ..
o promising are -the experiments for making work, more

...!i Shrisfying ',that HeilbrOner describes? Heilbroner believes that government
.;,'.0innillo*id public eipployment must play a greater roleiif jobs are to be
'fouild for workers displaced kom both production and service jobs by..
,automation. Do you see any alternatives to greater government
invOlirement?

Ginsider, TOO, the'eo*traints Bell believes Americans face in attempt-
. .

ing...reforins...If producthity Cannot' be increased as moth in most service
.00cUpatihm.s..in goods production, how will we finahce'new jobs?. Ho,xt

ed by Strong.unions and ".adininistered prices" affect.

c.angoverrixnent :meet the ihcreased and competing pdlitical
fariou.'4,e4.4*-of .post-intlustt\ia1 society? In the face Of strong

'foreikp.'conipetitiOp," qn...Ave..'afford to make jobs more satiSfying if. the
piod'iictiOty.and falling sales? In this connection consider

'..hO*;-the 'recent S'eyete.c.ur-backs in the auto industry, partially due to
the proposals for joOrreorganization that

VctilliaM;Sentin desCribes.

ifPosi,;induitriat t.otiety's employment challenges can only be.

...*::*,$reare,i.gOirernmenfZic6iement, will the capitalist.system
hpes to preser've reil)iin 'Unchanged?,

;
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the world of the middle class casts an ominous shadow over the cheery
pastel environment of the office. (AC14'611;4-4 The Enormous File.)
Although the portiait is probabliovecdrivio, rite book is very much
worth reading and pondering. ,

+,,s,';\
.

Mumford, Lewis. Technics and Civilization. Poke'w -Y4rk , 1943. A classic study of
,the impact of technology by a famous humanist and social critic. The
book is aVowedly partisan and suffers a little from "sociologese," but it
has biting phrases and sharp iniights that make it well worth reading.

Sinclair, Upton. Thejungle. New York: 1906. An old-fashioned book today, this
was once a very important source of public enlightenment and legisla-

. tive change. It still gives an unforgettable-portrait of working cOndi-
dons in the stockyards.

Terkel, Studs. Working. New York, 1972, 1974,. Terkel is a skilled interviewer,
and this book is a collection of taped interviews that he has conducted
over the past years. Dozens of persons speak abour, their work in
dozens of fields, usually in tones' of boredom and disaffection. Too
long to read straight through, the book is valuable for glimpses of
working life-that would otherwise be closed io us.
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Walker, Charles, and Robert Guest. The Man on the Assembly Line. Cambri!dge,
Mass., 1952. A tour of an assembly line under the guidance of a
sociologist and an industrial economist. This is one of the first modern
studies of the special fatigues and frustrations of assembly line wOrk. It
gives a clear, unemotional picture of what industrial work is like.

Article 3: The Changing Labor Force

Handlin, Oscar. The Uprooted. New York, 1951. This Pulitzer Prize winning
history of immigration is an excellenr place from whith to gain an
initial impression of the effect of America en it& entering poor and of
the poor on the country they entered. Chapter 3, "Daily Bread," deals
specifically with work, but ihe whole work.is relevant to ourtheme.

Heilbroner, Robert, and Lester Thurow. The Economic Problem. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J., 1974. It is probably useful to learn something of the vocabillary
and ideas of contemporary economics with regard to work. In this text
rhe problem is treated ih Chapters 20 and 33.

Nevins, Allan. Ford, the Times, the Man, the Company. New York, 1954, 1957,
1963. A three volume study (the lhst two in joint authorship with
Frank Ernest Hill) of the career of Ford, the man and the-enterprise.
The chapters on laborVol. I, 'Chapter 21; Vol; II, Chapter 26; and
Vol. III, Chapters 2 and 6are a capsule history of the evolution of
an industrial work force and its struggle for unionization'.

Taylor, Frederick Winslow. Scientific Management. New York, 1947. This bail(
contains some of Taylor's tracts as well as his testimony before various
commissions. It is certainly not a book to be read for pleasure, but it is,
indispensable for anyone who wishes to learn, at first hand, about,the
Origins of Taylorism. The tone of the manhis perfectly conscious
elitismcomes through .as sharply as his proposals to turn men into
human machines.

Ware, Norman. The Industrial Worker, 1840-1860. Original -edition, 1924,
reprinted Gloucester, Mass:, 1958. A historian's careful reconstruc-
tion of the coming of industrial work to the pre-Civil War economy.
Interesting: discussions of the early mills, the recruitment of the labor
force, and the slowly changing conditions of work.

Article 4: The Work Ethic
.Berg, Ivar. The Great Training Robbery. New York, 1970. An expote, by a highly

trained economist, of the continuously rising, bur largely empty,
"qualifications" for obtaining jobs. One now needs a high school
diploma to run a freight elevator. Berg discusses the changing concern
of actual wprk and the effects of this spurious upgrading of qualifica-
tions on the morale of the labor force.

Chinoy, Eli. Automobile Workers and the AMerican Dream. Garden City, N.Y.,
1955. Chinoy has investigated the life, the working day, and 'the '

r
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aspirations or the auto worker. 'A scholarly twork, it- is nevertheless
accessible to and invaluable for anyone interated in a case history of
"workers' dissatisfaction." - I.

. .

Thernstrom, Stephan. The Other Bostonians, Cambridie, Mass., 1973. A well-
known contemporary 'historian examines t It social- Iaddscape of the
early nineteenth century to discover the exi ence of.poverty and dis-
tress behind the prosperous facade of middle class urban life. A bril-
liant glimpse into the dark alleys of the pastalleys whose very
existence we have forgotten or ignored.

.._.
Weber, Max: The Protestant Ethic, New York, 1952. This is one of the most

influential.sociological books ever written. Weber'suggests that,there
is a deep-rooted connection bet'ween the rise of Calvinism and the
develoPment of the capitalist spirit. Net to be missed.

Artitle 5: Beyond Work: Problems for the Future
.. .

Braverman, Harry. Labor and Monopoly Capital. New York,. 1974. This is one of
the most important and disturbing books of recent years ,Qan absolute
must for anyone interested in the subject of labor. Braverman discusses
the degradation'of work under the impact of technology guided by the
economic imperatives of capitalist enterprise. The analysis uses the
ideas nf Marxism but is not doctrinaireit. recognizes that the same
deforma'tions to be found in the United States are visible in the Soviet
Union. Scholarly in tone, deeply humanistic in intent, wide ranging
in its command of facts, this is a superb and searing histOrical critique.

Hunnius, Gerry, G. David Garson, and John Case. Workers' Control. New York,
19'73. A collection of essays on the problem of transferring the man-
agement function to the work .force itsglf. The problem is critically
examined, generally from a sympathetic Position, and the results of
efforts in other nations are discussed. A good compendium on a sub-
ject of great importance.

Silverman, Bertram, and Murray Yanowitch. The Worker in "Post Industrial"
Capitalism. Glencoe, III., 1974. As the quotation marks in the title
indicate, the editors of this book do ,not think that post-industrial
capitalism is significantly different from industrial capitalisnl. This is
a collection of essays on many aspects of the labor probrlemthe
nature of the working "class," the social pressures that shape work
mentality, the distribution of income, the chances for radical social
change. A very comprehensive-and tiseful survey of the entire field.

Special TaVk Force of the Departmen't of Health, Education and Welfare. Work in
America. Cambridge, Mass., 1973. This study of vcork dissatisfaction
In the United States discusses the wave of unrest that has characterized

'the labor force in recent years. Less urgent during a period of recession,
the problems it raises are likely to reappear when economic conditions
improve.
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KEY CONCEPTS
rFree private enterprise describes a cdpitalist ,economic system in.which

the means of production: is privately owned Od operated 'Ent personal
profit in an open, corftpetitive mIllet of gnods and serviCes, free of

. governmental interference. The hikes of supply and demand alone deter-
mine productibn, wages, and priCes. As dfçnomic philosophy, "free
enterprise" developed in reaction to the'inei* ist doctrines in practice in
the eighteenth'century, under which government intervened actively in
economic decision making. The econornic thinke4 who .adyocated free

'enterprise, such as Adam Smith Who published The Wealth of Nations in
1776, believed that the self-interested actions of individuals would aute
Matically benefit society as a whole ifgovernment did not interfere in the
process. French economists adopted- the term laissez faire, which Means
approx.imately "ler things alone," to 'describe this Philosophy, Free eriter-
prise has been 'more ah ideal thana reality in the United States, becluse
government has alwaYs plaYed an important role in 'the economy and
competition has never been entirely open.\
Miiced economy combines spontaneous market forces and government
controls. In the American mixed ecOnomy most economic decisions result
from the operation of supply and demand;. but federal, state, and local
government activities, policies, and regulations significantly, affect the
marketplace. Taxation is the major tool for government, intervention in
the economy, but government also regulates certain:actiitities, subsidizes
Some industries., and operates businesses in corripetition with private en-
terprise, such as the federal postal service and local schools.

Busineis cycles. One,fiature of free enterprise capitalism is the recurring
pattern of eknomic fluctuation from prosperity to recession, depression,
and recovery called business cycles. In periods of prosperity investment
increases, and profits, Production, prices, and employMent rise. Overpro-
duction and speculation then result in lower prices.*id decreased eco-
nomic activity called recession. If noereversed, recesOon leads tip depres-
sion in which economic activity slows down radically, and severe unem-
ployment ind minimal investment ocCdr. ReCovery takes place when costi
adjuit to the lower price level, stockpiles of goods:ire cfnsumed, and
savings.begin to accumulate for neW investment,- Which is made attractive
by the prospect of increased profits. Business cycleS have occurred:with
some regularity and varying severity, but; in spite of government efforts
since the1930s, they are not yet truly predictable or controllable.

) .
*.

Stagflation. Recently the business cyck has failed to follo,w the clasSic
pattern. RecessIon or stagnation has been accompanied,by inflation rather
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than the decline in prices that should result from a drop in demand, a
condition analysts now call stagflation. Prices continue to rise for a variety
of interrelated 1114 debated reasons, and the process, like the modem
eConornWitselfisIttle understood. Among the factors involved are gov-
ernment taxation to expenditurei;:pOwerful corporations
and,UnionS that can keep wages and prices high despite demand decline,
g0.;ernment monetary policies, and foreign conttol:of oil, which has faised
prices throughout the economy.

Cothpetition and monopoly. Competition irlihe Mainspring of free .
_

enterprise capit4ihsm. It forces profit-seekingproducers to' try to improve
their product Or -service or lower their costs and prices, thus encouraging
efficiency and innovation ,to the benefit lof the consumer. The number of
sellers in a market determines tbe degree of Competition that prevails. In
America most market situations fall betiveen the extremes ofperfect compe-

lition (in which the nurnber of sellers is large enough that none can control
the product's price).and pure monopoly (in which there is only one seller for
a commodity for which there is' no sUbstitute). Today; oligopoly. (few
sellers) characterizes 'many product areas where relatively few giant corpo-
rations dominate the market.

Income distribution refers to the way in which income is distributed
among the various individuals in a society. As Samuelson points our, the

Jelative distribution of income in the United Starts has changed little
since 1945 'despite -redistributive" governMent.policies like the gradu-
ated inCorne tax and inheritgice levies. Progressive tax rates, which set an
increasingly higher rare as the amount taxed rises, rend to redistribute
wealth, while wessive tax rates fall more heavily on the poar, because the
amount paid represents a higher proportion of disposable income.

Advertising and public policy. Government regulation or :taxation of
advertising 'involves social as well as economic issues. Advertising has
becOme a central mechanism in the modern marketing of goods and
Services as well as the major source of financial. support forthe American

, ,
free press and radio Snd television. Proponents claim that advertising
informs consumers of product availability and,.by creating demand, stim- %
ulates economic actiVity and fosters competition;-critics consider it waste-
ful of talents and resources as well as a harmful tool that proinotes monop-
olistic market:control. American law already restricts advertising of cer-
tain kinds of products, like tobacco and alcohol, .that are considered

injurious to health. In addition, as Samuelson points our, concern that
advertising techniques' dominate American political life recentlubntrib-
uted to passage of legislation limitiog candidates' cambaign experianres.

.<filh, 23
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Gross National Product (GNP) is the total value of goods and services
piOduced in a year,as measKed by a government formula. The GNP is one
.of.the majoi: indices-of business aciivity by which government economic
policy ,iS determined; it: is also used to measure the Mutitry's rate of
economic growth.

, /
Economic growth. Until recently the positive value of a continued rise
in production and consumption.based on demands created by increaseti
population has been an accepted tenet of economicpolicy. Now, however,,,
both _practical and mOral questions Are being raised as to whether snch-;'
growth in the industrialized nations can or should continue if it ta:kes

t. place at the expense of 'people in Undeveloped areas:of the world and if it
exhausts the earth's finite resources and threatens global ecological
balance.

4
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ARTICLES AND READINGS
/Michieft. i3arrish

Paul Samuelson's 'four' articles corkern the past, present; and future of
economic.policy in America, a topic of more than passifig interest in a
bicentennial s'eason punctuated by urban fisCal crises,. inflation, unem-

. .ployment; reeoUrCe shortages, and struggles between the. President and
. .

' Congress over taiation and spending. In the broadest sense, econornic
policy touches every life in America. It determines WhaNcind of jobs we
hold or whether we hold a-job at all; what we eat and what we *ear; how ;

warm our homes will be anchnhether new homes can be constructed; what
kind-;of future:our children; will inherit. These momentous issues are
decided through the actions- of millions4CernPloyers, workers, consu-
rhers; and government planners whoxbday operate our incredibly complex -

mbied economic' system that blekids private Mision;malcing with public
reipOnsibility. . .

,

Our history as a rdtion has been marked by periodic struggles over,
questions of economic policy. Hathilton battled with Jefferson and
Madison over the debts of the RevolUtion and the virtues of a Protective
tariff; Jackson warred -against Mr. Biddle's Bank; the Populists attempted
to subdue the railroads; and Franklin Roosevelt jousted with Wall Street. ,

These .conflicts stirred powerful emotions .at the time, but they dis-
guised a fundaMental consensus over the ends. of economic policy that until
recently had not been seriously disputed in America: That consenSus,
shared by farmers and bankers, steel magnates .and sociairits, 'rested upon
a belief in the neCessity and desirability of economic growth as the basis of
individual and collective happiness. In America more of ever;fthing-
wheat, coal, steel, railroads;, washing Machines, and razor bladeswas.
usually regardethes better than less; as a result, conflicts over econorpic'
poliey have largely, been disputes concerning' the best practical method of
securing more of everything for everybaly. From the perspectiye of man)?
Americans during thf past 200 years, the market' or free enterprise qrstem
has seemed to provideche best, most efficient method of realizink the goal
igeconomic growth.

POvatesEnterprise
Satnuelson't first article discusses thiirole played by free enterprise andthe
market in the, historical evolution.of economic policy in America. By Aril
large, he .points out, Americans have allowed the market (individual
desires backed by money) to determine "what goods will.be produced; hoW
they are to be produced, and hOW they-are to be distributed among the rich',
poor, and middle classes."

The essential principles of the free enterprise system are also outlined in
the ,Reader kthe economist Sumner Slichter. These principles, emphasiz-
ing maXimum independence and choke for the individual Citizen, ,fit
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comfortably with other aspects of American thOught and culture in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. "It may seem 1 strange way of...
doing," Slichter writes, "but we organize industry:by, in effect, saying to
each individual, 'Choose Your own occupation. Produce what you like. . . .

You are equally free to refuse to buy or sell whenever you please and for
any reason Or no reason.' This is what we mean by free private enterPrise.

.. Under it the government conline. itself primarily to tht suppression of
fraud and violence and to the enforcement of contracts: It does notitself
engage ln or attempt to guide the course of industry."

, At the same time; of course,'Americans have also plac.:.ia a high vplUe
uPon the idea Of equa ty, above all, equality,.of opportunity. WheO the
free enterprise system threatened to undermine., the American credo of
equality, it was mod' led through 'governmental intervention that:re-

..'. stored balance in tbe marketplace.
For much of the nineteenth century, the free enterprise system in,

America functioned as more than an economic standard. It also served as a
foundation of morality ancl social order: It provided an explanation for the

. outcomes of life. The market symbolized personal freedom and responsi-
bility. The mar'ket did not aSsign a liked value to persons or things;
instead, competihon determined value through the gi:,e and take of sup-
ply and.demand. The best products, ideas, and ultinvtely personS, would
rise tO the top of the market. Personal succeis in life became equated with
material acquisition.

.

Russell Conwell'S.,"ACres of Diamonds," the stories of Horatio Alger s

Jr., and Andrew Carnegie's autobiography all exhibit the traditional suc-
cess.ethic that nineteenth-century Americans attributed to the wholesome
operations of the marketplace and free enterprise. Everyone, Conwell
implied, should aspire to become )oery rich; mOney measurect, a person's
character and social value; the poor were basically undeserving because'
they had been tested in the marketplace and found deficientthey
lacked either suffkient ambition or intelligence.

.

To this simpleforrriula, the novelist Alget added the ingredientof luck
that came .to those who displayed pluck. The market, Alger Suggested,

- .rewarded hard work and intelligence, but hk16,might make the difference
0 . . *between the millionaire and the mere person\ of means. Carnegie, for.

example, attributed his success.to ambition, fr4al habits, and a chance
inquiry by the manager of the' telegraph office iUncle. Hogan over a.
game of draughts. "Upon such trifles," he wrote, "do the most momen-
tous consequences hang. A word, ajook; an accent, may affeCt the destiny
r.
ndt only of individuals, but of nations." In the calculus of the market,

Carnegie imPlied, good fortune might count as much as.pidus habfis and
business cunning.

. Not everydne, Samuelsdn writes, could Pick a "lucky number,Th the .
tuthfis lottery Of historical caPitalism." This statement is bornAitit. by ,

'recent historical research, which suggests that 'social, mobilitk Ocreased.4.:
some groups in American society, but it remained largely constant for
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others. For every Ca egie who gained success in steel production hun-
dreds went bankrupt. Alger-like tycoons, rising from rags to riches,
certainly Were not the 4ormin American society at any.time; but neither,
.of cOurse, were the va abonds and tramps who distiarbed the peace of
many, communities du ing recurrent economic depressions in the nine-
teenth and twentieth ce turies.

The truth of-the ma ket, of course, lay somewhere between these
.extremes. ,Most .Americat became neither millionaires nor hoboes as a
consequerke of the free en erprise system. They tasted sufficient upward
mobility and security to re ain their belief in the systemrit least until.
the shattering experience o

\
the Great Depression ushered in the truly

mixed economy of private choice And phiblic responsibility.
Pist.and present critics of the free enterprise systern have fi5tused their

.attack upon a numbei of issues. Many; such as Henry Demarest Lwa,
combined ethical and ecoriomic objections still echoed today in the wrii-
ings of Lloyd's ideological descendent Ralph Nader, the consumer advo--
Cate who is also concerned with the power of corporations and the effic-
iency and morality of unregulated free enterprise.

The cornpetitive ethos; of private enterprise and the ma3ket Lloyd
wrote in 1894, emphasized the brutal, materialistic aspects of hurnait\-.
nature. Social alggression, not s ' ial cOoperation receivsd the -highest
praise and rewards in such an eco omic system. "We have chartered,"
Lloyd wrote, "the self-interest of th individual as the rightful sovereign Of
cond ct, we have taught that,the sc luble fOr profit is the best method of
adrni istering the riches of the earth . . that strength gives the strong in
thefiiarket the right`to destoy his n ghbor."

loyd mnd others also pointed out t at the regime of free enterprise and
mpetition aCtually worked to unde Me itself. Equality in the market

vanished 'when' those whdtriUmphed inea monopolistiE control.-Supply
and demand did not flourish where on , two, or three companies domin-
ated particular sectors of the economy. ost ofthe successful businessmen
in. Lloyd's time and in our own, too, ha einractattempted by one means
or another (price-fixing, cartels, merge ) to eliminay the impact of the
market and competition upon their r pective corpipanies. What little ,
competition remains in American econo ic life today has largely Ikea the
product not of spontaneous market forces but of anti-trust laws.

Two factorkconspired to undermine t e ideological and practical basis
of the free enterprise system. In the first p ace, recurrent economic depres'-
sions threatened its long-term stability ecause they brought financial
ruin to- many entrepreneurs and unempl yment to millions of disillu-
sioned workers who could not understand hy they were denied work in a
land of opportunity. Secondly,. the creatio of giant corporations tended
to erode belief in the ,system. Ho* could thetmarket fulfill its moral oi
economic role when a few corporate unit exercised such extraordinary
power? And if the mitket led ultimately t these great-inequalities, how
could it remain a valid testing ground for in ividual merit and enterprise?
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Between the 1880s and the 1940s many groups in American society
sought relief from the govepupent for the disadvantages they suffered in
the marketplace as a consequence of inequality in their bahpihing posi-
tion. Farmers and shippers, for example, as the novelist Frank. Norris

illus traced in The Octopus, .wtre. threatened with strangulation by the
railroads. They demanded ancV received public regulation of railroill ;axes
that they were otherwise powerless to,influence. Consumers, forced to'buy
many Products from a limited number of corporate giants, gained from
the Food ana Drug Administration and the Federal Tr`Ade Commission a
measure of protection denied to them by the operations df the

t .market alone. ,," 4
American workers, forced to bargain individually With their corporate

employers, finallyj received' the government-protected right to organize
unions and negoitate contraCts as a group..The governrnent imposed
limitations upon-Working hours, set minimum wages, and required elm-
ployers and employees to join a mandatoiy,gstate-run retirement prograin.
Finally, the government provided jobs for those without employment; in
the Private sector and direct cash payments to many unable to work.I A
mixed econorny, blending private enterprise, market forces, and a large
close of government regulation, emerged as the new American consenus
on economic policy after Franklin Roosevelt and thq New Deal.

The Mixed Econoniy
Under lloosevelt ;he federal government assumed open, direct responsi-
bility fdli thteconomic welfare of all American citizens. At the time, many
of FDR's innovations, especially those that involved government spend-
ing, seemed terribly radical. When General Motors went into debt' in

- order to buy. equipment, hire workers, and build Automobiles, it was
retarded as sound economic policy; when the federal gove,mment went
into debt, bought equipment, hired workers,:and built bridges, it was
regarded as unsound economic, policy.

The absurdity of this position.was noted by many ofkDk's supporters,
but conservatives remained unconvinced. Some of the latter, led by
Herbert Hoover, objetted to direct 'federal aid to the unemployed on the
grounds that it would sound the death knell of free enterpriie ird self-
reliance. Federal relief payMents, Hoover argued, would destroy both the
charitable instincts of the American people and sap their enterprising
spirit. As helpless wards of the government, Americans i'vould become

-easy victims of political manipulation and tyranny.
In retrospect, of course, the New Deal did not involve a great departure

from American traditions oreconomic policy. Government, both stare
and fedei'al, had always been an important source of econoMic assistance
and planning, even in tfie high-flying days of nineteenth-century capital-
ism. Transport companies, canals, and especially railroads received lavish
pdblic aid. Tariffs protected,. manufacturers from foreign competition.
Government' at all levels aPpropriated taxes and spent the proceeds to
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attract industry, to clear harSors, to provide irrigation, and, generally, to
promote economic growth'beneficial to individual businessmen
and farmers.

Roosevelt's New Deal built upon this alrea4y existing foundatioh of
governmental intervention. While many staunch defenders of free enter-
prise wrung their hands in despair, the more sophisticated businessmen at
the time knew that the New Deal had presetved the basics of capitalism
and strengthened frie enterprise. The commercial banking system;.for.-
example, emerged from the 1930s reorganized and revitalized, complete
with an insurance program to protect depositors and bankers. The stock
exchanges had been fumigated, purged of the worst forms of chicanery
that undermined confidence among investors; the benefit checks paid to
farmers, the unemployed, and the elderly ultimately flowed into the cash
registers of manufactureii. It required six years of heaq war-time demand
to finally lift the American economy from the Great Depression, but the
framework of the mixed 'economy, what Samuelson calls "a mixture of
market forces and government controls," had been securely 'erected.

The.extent to which government controls should remaiti in force, how-
ever, is still the subject of public debate. President Ford and the Cori-.
gress, for instance, have disagreed on the question of price controls on
natural gas: the President has expressed confidence that-the market will
provide the proper blend of supply and price; critics of the President are
not as certain.. They also look in a skeptical. manner ugon the President's
announced intention to reduce'the regulatoey...powers .of the Interstate
Conimerce Commission, the Feeieral Trate Commission, and the Secur-

...

ities and Exchange Commission.,
The balance sheet of the mixed economy after thirty-five years is with-,.

out question a checkered dne. Most Americans have come to enjoy the
highest standard of living in the world through' a combination of govern-
ment spending, private investment, and, tax cuts designed to stimulate,
by one means or another, the consumer de.nfand that keeps the wheels of
.industry turning. Yet amidst this affluence, the degree of corporate
consolidation has not been reduced, nor hae the income gap between the
very rich and the very poor. The level of human comforthousing, food,
transportation, medical care/temains yied largely to each person's'
ability to purchase these goods and services in the marketplace, although
the government now assures a minimal level of health calf-and subsis-
tence. Income, not need, still determines the distributitn of .many
altical*ources.

Although the market continues to hold sway in American life, govern-.
mental intervention into the economy has also increased since the 1930s,
and no'r all of it has been of great benefit to the-poor o&disadvantaged. As
he'economist George Stigler notes in the Reader, thany.,,government

.,4 *rams enrich the already well-to-do'or harin Consumers by protectingi
,-4.fficient industries from the rigors of competition. Our covOn pro-NP
gtam," he Writes, "was intended to enrich poor cotton farmersOincreaie
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. production facer foreign markets, and stabilize domestic consump-
" ticinAlt. is an Openquesttorii whether 28 'years of our farm program have

done,as muCh for poor cotton farmers as the wicking industry."
'Oities of governMent intervention..poidi out those areas of our

ecOnOrniE iife in whiCh state efforts have -compounde3 inequality, prcr-
crlaced waste, And stifled human creativity. At the same time we should be
a:ince of the fact thiegovernment does not hold a monopoly on these
defects; Many priV't..e: sector institutions. can be faulted on the' same
grounds: Not'is it.eas'y, as Samuelson points out .in his Reader selection,
to make.a blanket ,condemnation of state intervention or to.specify those
afeaS where,governinental 4fixts should be cut back.7110.-a. priori reaSon-
ing," he writes, ''has yet been' founcl to demarCate the roleHof non-. .
government and of .governinent.

.

Advert isi ng
sit his third article Samuelson discusses one akpect of Nmerican ecormitnic
policy that has generatAl mucb'controversy: acivertiSig. Few people re- A

main neutral on the 'question of its econorrik valUe or impact ;upon
our society.

Many critics of the advertising industry argue that its techniques dis-
-0,tort the operaltions of the market, and 'stifle, genuine'competition'tmong

. enterprises. Consuthers, these critics asseit; fincyt difficult co.:make a
free, informed choice in situations where they are fonstantly boAlbarded
with tantalizing prOduct images.generated by, Maclison Avenue.,

For the purposes of the advertising'agncy.and.its C-4nts,'fa&s are les%
important than the pfoduction of, fantpsy...compani,ewiih the liargest s

, advertising budgets, moreover, can.dorninatemariy product areas; instead
r.of competing with one another in terms-of price and'quility', firms spend

millions of dollars attempting to Hire custothers by the use of marginal-
product differences, packaging, and psychological gimmiCks.

David Poet4 does not limit his objections to these econorhic issues. He
questions the moral legitimacy of An institution devoted exclusively to ihe
ethic of consumption. Other social institutions in p.mericari life, he notes,
attempt to inspite concern for others or impart useful skills. Advertising,
unlike the church or the school, "appeals primarily to the desires, die
:tVants . . . 'of the individual, and it . . . offers as. its goals a power to
command the envy of others by outstripping them in the consuniption of
goods and services."

The advertising industry does not, of,course, lack for defenders. The.
American consumer, such supporters as the economist L. G. Telser argue,
is mx a helpless, "brainwashed" robot, 'incapable of sifting out truth from
fiction. He or she can distinguish the Vpuffing". and boasting of cereal
companies in the same way that judgmenti are, made ahout politial
cindidates who usually engage in hyperbolic &at*:

. -In addition,,defenders of the industry. argue, advertising.may stirnulate
competition for the consumer's dollAr between firms in different 'but
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related product areas. Finally, the censorship of commercial advertisirig
might set a dangerous precedent for other areas of communication as well.
Who can be tio wise as to'draw the line between-desirable, uplifting ideas
and those dangermis to public welfare? ,

Limits to Growth?
Preoccupied for 200 years with questi4s of economic growth, Americans
now face a future in which many of their cherished habits and beliefs will
beseverely tested. And, in the opinion of many experts, the choices made
will determine not only our own immediate welfare and that of our
children but the long-term capacity of the earth to sustain human life
itself. As the.most prosperous, technologically sophisticated nation on the
earth, prQducing over 20 percent of the goods and services of the world,
our economic policies can decisively influence the course of world econ-
omic policies, especially in the critically Important areas of resource &Ole-
tion and environmental pollution.

Samuelson remains rather optimistic on many of these issues, as ro-
fleeted in his firl.1 article. He aearly believes that increased economic
growth both in America (3.5 percent per year) and in the world will and
should continue. Such growth, he believes, will prove to be beneficial to'
the extent that standaids of living are raiied, in the less developed regions
.9fyiihe. world either through a voluntary cransfer of GNP from the richer

/btits or through the demand by less developed nations for higher
tristf,tr their foods, fib9rs, and raw materials. On this point, Samuelson
fiagsrifipport from Carl Kaysen and other "doomsday" model critics who
argue that increased world economic growth provides the only solution to
the poverty and human misery characteristic of many less
developed countries.

Nor is Samuelson impressed with those who forecast the depletion of
natvral resources or long-term environmental collapse resulting from the
'Increased industrial wastes produced by economic growth. Both
Samuelson sand Kaysen place great faith in the ability of Americans and
others in the advanced nations to find the proper technical solutions to
these problems. 44.

Robert Heilbroner remains more pessimistic. The Spaceship Earth, he
points out, cannot survive if all the passengersutilize resources and prod-
uce waste products equal to the average American or European. This.?

, conclusion leads Heilbroner arid those experts who prepared the Club of
Rome's report on "Limits to Growth" to argue that the less developed
nations wilt, never achieve living standards comparable to Mose in
AmeFica; in addition, American living standards may need to be lowered
"if rfie,ship is ever to be- converted to a one-ciass cruise" capable of
supporting all of the passengers for the long run.

Insteacligaurther economiC growth, Heilbroner and the Club of Rome
experts both urge greater emphasis in the developed nations upon a stabil-
ized rate of resource use and waste disposal. What economic growth does
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take place should be limited to those areas (education; for example) that
require very little consurfiption of raw materials and generate !ow levels of
environmental Pollution. This strategy, of course,,would tibquire harsh
governmental controls or incentives to transfer capital from,exiuing profi-
table uses in industry to less profitable "uneconomic" uses such as in-
creased foLd'produCtion. An economic system that emphasizes stabilized
rates of resource exploitation, industrial output, and waste disposal, how-
ever, would be far removed' from the assumptions and practices of
America's free enterprise system and mixed economy in whiCh the values
of total 'growth and individual consumption have been practiced for
200 years.

STUDY QUESTIOIIS

1. How "free" is American enterprise? How "free" 'should it be?

Suggested Guidelines
First consider Sumnei Slichter's descriptiOn of a "free enterprise" economy
and Samuelson's analysis of the American economic system. How close to
the ideal of free enterprise does the American "mixed economy" come?
Was our economy ever, free of government intervention? Why did the
mixed economy evolve when the free enterprise philosophy was so widely
held? In this connection note the negative factors in the economy that
resulted in demands for government participation: the severe unemploy-
ment ind loss of savingsand investment during recurrent depressiora and
the development of business combinations and monopolistic practices that
drove competitelii out of business and put consumers at the mercy of
suppliers. Consider here Henry Demarest Lloyd's nineteenth-century cri-
tique of monopoly and the social values it reflected. Note also that al-
though many individuals became well-to-do or at least improved their
economic position, others did, not, and the disparity between rich and
.poor in America brought social problems that private charitable efforts
failed to meet. What other factors led Americans to modi& free enterprise
so significantly? If the Great Depressionr of the 1930s was a major impetus
to the mixed economy, do you agree with Franklin Roosevelt's statement
that "new conditions impose new requirements on government"?

Now evaluate present day Criticisms of government's role. How convin-
cing are Ralph Nader's arguments in favor of redirecting government
intervention so as to benefit and protect the consumer? Consider George
Stigler's analysis of what government can realistically hope to achieve.
Does Samuelson's Reader article succeed in rebutting Stigler's arguments?
What "warts" on the mixed-economy picture does Samuelson-list? Fi-
nally, what reforms, if any, would you support to effect a more equitable
operation of our economic system?
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2. Describe the elements in the American self-help success philosophy
revealed in Samuelson's articles and in therreadings. Is that philosophy
realistic today?

Suggested Guidelines
First note that an important element in the.Ametican. success ethic was.
that it appeared to be conti.nually validated by the performance of some
individuals. America has indeed been a "land of opportunity? where
ipdividuals coOld hope to rise inthe world through their own efforts, with
few fixed social barriers to hinder them. Observe that Samuelson points
out that .the bounty of the environmentplentiful land and resources
arid a favorable climateincreased Americans' chances of improving
their condition and that the economic sistem did, in fact contribute to a
higher general living stan4ard. Many Americans did improve their situa-
tion, and, although, few matched the spectacular achievements of die
self-made men Samuelson cites, suth examples encouragedOthers to believe
in and support the success ethic.

Now consider how Russell Conwell's "Acres of Diamonds," the selec-
tion frOm a Horatio Alger story, and Carnegie's autobiography illustrate
the selfThelp philosophy. Have conditions or attitudes changed since their
day? Review the discussion of the Protestant work ethic in Unit I, recall-
ing that financial success became a primary measure of ai individual's
moral worth. What actinides °toward the unsuccessful does Colwell- re-
veal? Would he approve of the modern public welfare system? Besides
"pluck and luck," what habits does the Alger story recommend to the
Nyould-be self-made man? How important was luck in Andrew Carnegie's
early career? In Catnegie's day, some would argue, the goOd works of
millionaires in supporting philanthropies justified their largefshare of the
nation's wealth. Is that still true today? The passing of the frontier and the
maturing of the economy have eliminate'd some of the natural advantages
Americans enjoyed in the struggle for success, but the oppoartunity -for
self-advancement still exists, as the example of Edwin Land, the inventor 5'.
of the Polaroid camera, suggests. Has progressive taxation altered the
rewards and incentives of striving for success? Has welfare undOmined the
self-help.philosophy? Finally, are American attitudes toWard success noW
more humane than in ;he era of unbridled competition?

.
3 Compare the arguments defending and condemning American adver-
tising. Which are most convincing? Why? Is greater gOvernment regula-
tion of advertising necessary?

Suggested Guidelines
Observe that advertising involves economic, social, and political issues.
As to its economic value, note that Samuelson agrees that advertising
helps to bring worthy products to the public's atteivion, although it also
creates demand for products of questionable real value. Consider-too that
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although David Potter goes on to question the social effects of advertising,
he points out that its phenomenal growth accompanied the modern econ-
omy of abundance. Product differentiatibn through advertising became an
essential econote function if demand was to match an indefinitely ex-
parrding supply. Critics like Ralph Nader, however, claim that the con-
suiner must bear the added cdst of soMe products' expensive advertising,
for which he or she receives nip additional value. Another economic criti-
cism its thatadvertising encourages monoPory; but Sarnuelson cites objec-
tive economists findings ,that it actually promotes competition among
producers, a position that L. G:Telser also supports. Potter alsb decries
the fact that advertising seeLks primarilY to fit the consunier to the product
rather than the product to the consumer, limitfpg economic choices.
Nader strongly criticizes Jiw economic waste involved in the mis-
representation that induces consumeis to purchase beauty and diet."aids"

-arid medicinesithat are valueless for the purposes they advertise. Can the"
consumer be trusted o judge advertising claims, or must "goV'ernment act
td protect him?

Now consider Potter's critique of threleeper effects of advertising on
(At" ;ocial values,. As an "institution for social control," does acgtertising
exhibit alack*of responsibility in eritouraging the consumer mentality and.
exalting the materialistic' virtues of bnsumption? Do yoit agree.with his
claim that advertising seriously loWersi4 cultural life of tfl'e- nation by
seekifig the."least cOmmon dentiminator" in -t-he magazines and media
progams if frriances?. How doeS this -criticism tie.. in with Samuelson's
discussion of the relatiorhip of achietiising siechniques to our
P.olitical system?

lf, as Samuels,dh.points our, our free presi'and media sysfem depends Con
advertising, is its full prohibition feasible? What' kinds of problems would
taxation of advertising raise? Ifgovernment regulation has so Fir been the
only acceptable alternative, should it go further or is its present limita-
tion, primarily on healtif,related ;-products, s`Ufficjent? Is government
regulation justified as a protection to t e public, or does it unduly limit
econpmic free-eh:4n? ,

, .
. Consider the evidence concerning Ame;ica'S fliture econorn-iC growth:.

Does continued growth or a no-growth economy seem to you most likely
to occur? I

Suggested Guidelines
Observe that Ameritan .economic growth has been an unquestioned na-
tional objective, upon which prosperity was believed to depend. Now, .
however, there is considerable debate as.to whether that growth pattern
can or should continue.

Consider first Samuelson's discussion of our prOspects forfurtfier econ-
omic growth. Why 'is he optimistic in his outlook, and 'how does' he
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reconcile our growth expectations with the increasing demands of the
developed countries? Does his scenario seem more realistic to you than the
projections of the "Limits to Growth" group? If you accept their ,conclu-

vions, do you believe Americans or other peoples are .willing or able to
. 4ake the kind of immediate steps toward stabilizing population, reducing

resource consumfillm dnd pollution, diverting capital to food production
and soil enrichment, and improving industrial product duribility that the
model requires? How does Carl .ICaznn Fault that study?

What does Robert Heilbwilees artiere siiisests-abcout the likelihood of
our meeting the threat to..foria"ecigeiy, ittircontinued.growth involves?
How does he assess ouo 'ability. to *sh-are -t1; world's resources equitably
with other countries? TAN warningrregarding overpopulation and
pollution overdrawn? Itw dO the, p05sals he questiatigor sharing the
GNP of developed natinnS4wittk 'ilfiderdeveloped countries differ from,
Samulson's Similar suggestioj What prospects does Heilbroner see for .
the gurvival of capitalism if econOrniC growth cannot continue? How
likely is, the neW political reform movement Heilbroner sees as a
lxissible solution?

Considering these several different warnings and reassurances, what .

kind of scenario of American economic growth would you now write?
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Nationalism has been the dominant force in world, politia since the
eighteenth cencury. It is rooted in the concept that the nation-state, based
on the common ethnic or cultural Origins of a particular people, is the
preferred form of governmental organization., American nationalism stems
from a heritage of common' political ideals rather than ethnic unity.
According to nationalist doctrine', the interests of the nation-state take
precedence over a sense of corrimon identity with other peoples or *ith
mankind as a whole, but in any Case the independent action of each nation
best serves the welfare of all. By cont'iast, internationalism advocates collec-
tive or cooperative action among nations for maximum mutual henefit.

Iheria1ism 'refers to a polic5riby which a state aims to extend its control,
by force if necessary, over other territories and peoplifs. Colonialism
involves acquiring and Maintaining ovetseas dependencieefor,the benefit
of the mother country. Economic imArialism aims at deriving trade.benefits
frOm the economic exploitation of weaker peoples Without imposinipolit-
ical control. ap4nsionism refeg..to.the tendency or desire of a nation to
extend its interests beyond iti existing territorial limits. It may take the
form of economic expansioni-re' ire:tiding trade or trying to control the-
resources of other 'areasle of phsica1 eicpansionextending national
control over new territory: 'A.*er,caci expansion was first directed at an-
nexing new territories within,the*Cfrth American continent. In the late
nineteenth centUry_the focus'sfilfrd to economic imperialism and terri-
torial expansion Overseas, including the acquisition of quasi-colonial
possessions.

Intervention is, action by one Councry intended to influence events in
another. Interference in the affairs of another nation can involve political',
economic, or military action ranging from clandestine operations aimed at
affecting a country's internal political affairs, to providing economic assis-

O tame or imposing economic sanctions, to.supplying war material, to
actuglly sending military forces into a country or to its supTport. The
Unitpd States has at one tIrne or another intervened in these ways in Other
countries' affairs. During .the period before che United States,yeied
World War II, the term "interventionists" *as used particularlpwto de- w
scribe those who advocated support-for Great Britain and. the Allies.

. .

-
Isolationism Once the major elerneni in .Anierisaeforeign policy,
isolariodisin is bard on-the coneept that the th,titedS4rts can and should
rernain inurely.independent of politiql Aad nfiliiIiiclifianceslIwith other
nations: Formolatecrin Washington's ',`Farem;ell Address" in 1796, the pol-

jc3), 4e:relined' dominani in our relations with other powers for over a
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hundred years. Recently, a new isolationism llas emerged that urgbs
withdrawal from the United States' self-assumed role of world policeman.

r.,

Reyolution implies fundamental Or violent' change. RevoldtiOns.cakte-
sult in drastic changes in a count9i's political and social systems, %., in the
French ant Russian Revolutions, br only in the transfer of power litom one
group to another with little effect on the existing system, as in the
"palace" revolutions once common in Latin America. The ATerican Revo-
lution was largely,. as Thomas Barrow Agues., a colonial revolt, with
political independence rAther :than 'socilik change , the .primarY purpose

. .
and result. -

.
. ....I . . i° c

National security theans primarily protection agiinst attack by anther
nation, but it also involves the conceOt of internal security, or the safety of $
Or institutions tvim subversion froin within by disaffected citiiens. As
Richard Hofsipter points.out'in his discussion of the "paranoid style" in
parks, feat of.conspiracy.fr4M'Outside and-ft-Om within has characterized
American attitutle$ toward national security. .

.i

.o

"The Imperial Presidency," i$ a term Used by historian Arthur Schlesinger
Jr. to describe the recent; growth, in 'power of the executive brancji of the.
federal government at' the 'experise..of Coniress alid the courts, a growth
achieved particularly thfough the. President's conduct of foreign affairs.
Threats to national .security have been a common justifitation for the
extension of preside,ntlal powers in domestic affairs as well.
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ARTICLES AND READINGS
Michael E. Parrish

Most of the topics on the agenda of the Ainerican Issies Forum-irnmi-
gration, work, the family, the political systemfocus attention upon
aspects of life within American society and how, a& a'nation, we have
changed inthe course of 200 ybirs. Walter LaFeb.er discusses our relation-
ships to other nationswhat Ds usually called forgisn policyand, in so
doing, ht sheds additional light upon how Americtbs regard themselves
as a society. Since the founding of our country, we' have responded to the
rest Of the World on the basis of bOth concrete self,interest and a 13oarerful
image of who and what we were as a nation.

In ,his first article LaFeber argues that America's policy of ,avoiding
'entangling alliances with other nations was based on a careful estimation
of, self-interest. By following George Washington's policy of having "as
littte political connection as possible" with other nations, *Americans
would be. free' to develop. and 'expand their commercial interests without
betoming involved in, the wars'of turope. America would grow in eco-
nornic strength, mairmizing profit, while Europeans slaughtered each
other in their internecine conflicts: America retained her independence.of
aciion and did-not enter ;world politics until the twentieth,century when
she'thougKshe- could dictate .her own terms.

But is it noi,alid possible to argue that our self-image as well'as our
self-interest was histrumental in shaping our policies toward other nations
and dpiermining'the extent .to m;hich America woyld be "isolationist"
or internationalist .

Our own self-image emphasized America's uniqueness as the first
"new" nation, a counttty .ot republican virtue; democratic in spirit and
institutions,--liberated from the ancient scourge of kingt, clerics, aristo-
crats, and fixed social.rankings, typical of European societies. The idea of
America's exceptional position gave birth- in turn to notions of superiority
and ofonr special relationship. to people thrywhere.as a model qenlight--

ed social development.
On the one hand, a belief'. in America's uniqueness stimulated a power-

ful desire to transfortn other nationsihdeed the entire world---in our
own image. As early as 1774 an anonyrrious Bostonian expressed thoSe
sentilitefits in his ;Song 'on Liberty":

Some fitter day shall crown us masters of the Main,
In giving laws and freedom to subjett France-and Spain;

.....-11/And all the isles o'er ocean.spread shall tremble and obey,'
The Lords, the Lords, the Lords, the Lords of North America.

The Bostonian's ideas.were in turn echoed by President WilsOn more
thin 125 years later, .when; at the time of the Mexican Revolution, he
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remarked: "I shall teaci? the South. Ameriani to elect good men." And
still aruither half-century later, President' Lyndon B. Johnson, explaining
why he sent Amerkan troops. into the Dominican Republic in 1965.
argued thav the people there wanted exactly what, America wanted fo b

them: !'foOcl and work and..quiet in the night. . . . We want for the
peoples of this hemisphere Only whdt they want for themselvesliberty,
justice, dignity, a better life for all He failed to mention that mariy
people in thefDdminicin Republic also wanted 4 sbcial revoluticiristime-

"*. thing thatYai Senator J. William Fulbright notes in his critique of the
intervention, Americans 'did not. want and attempted to prevent.

Arnerica'stendency to intervene in world affairs, especiallY since.ihe
turn of the ,Century, has grown.in part out of a ccinvictipn that sooner or
later all of humanity...should evolve toward our ideal of the: good
societyrepresentative government, civil liberties, private property, and
social equaJityrather than toward, some other Model of sociaLorganiza-
don. For 'example, Woodrow Wilson' proclaimed. that we shad "make
the wotld safe for democracy"or, as one diplomatic histbrian said,
"mike the world American for safety." .The Trumah DOcttine was sirni-
larly predicated on the assuMption that democracy' was the best form?of
government.:Cif cOurse, Americans have also intervened,in world affairs.to
.protect their own specific economic anti sectirity,interests; but oftehthese
interests flave been eqUated With a democratic World.-..

At the same.time that the belief in our uniqueness as a natiofi.stimu-
latted a desire hi interverte in world affair§, however, it also generated a

,-

stcongand contradictory=desire among many Americans tot remain
aloof from a corrtipt world. As laFeber notese. the .Founding Fathers'
determination to.separate themselves from the corrupt society of Britain.
Was a major factor in their decision for .independence. Other American,
leaders, too, have,thought it desirable to pull,up the drawbridges around
the nation and to isolate it al much as possible from the maelstrom of
international pOlitits and-jntrigue. "Wherever 'the standard df freedom
and independencehas been or shall be unfurled," John Quincy Adams

. said in 1821, "there will her [America's] heart, her benedictions; and her I
prayers be. But she" goes not abroad in search of monsters to deStroy." .

If America ventured forth to transform the workk; Adams continued,
she would become trapped "ihall the wars of interest and . . . individual
avarice, envy,. and ambition, whicft assume. the '91,I,ors and usurp the
standard of freedom. . . . She might become the dictatress of the
world:She should be-no longer .the ruler of hertiwn spirit."., America,.

'according to &lams, could preserveher uniqueness only by remaining a
passive model of social virtue.

These sentimentS emeiged again and againin our history among, for
example, those Ainericans who op'posed our annexation of 4 colonial em-
pire in 1898;*among those who; like Senator William.E,. Borah, resisted
our attachment to the League of Nations after Worldipar I; and among
those, who protested again* military intervention in Vietnam.

0
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Thus it would appear that both "isdationism" and "internationalism"
sprang from similar psychological roOt's.'a belief in American uniqueness
and superiority vis-a-vis other nations.

Very few American leaders in the eighteenth, nineteenth, br twentieth
centuries, as. LaFebef 'notes, advocated that we cut ourelv.es off entirely
from the rest of tne world. Political entanglements were one thing, com-
mercial. involvement:another. Beginning in the colonial period, Amer-
icans reached out to establish and enlarge their economic cies with other
nations. Isolationism, expressed in Washington's "Farewell Address" or
Senator Borah's atiafk on the League of Nations, usually meant retaining gr'
our freedom ,to At alone without obligations or responsibilities ço
other nations.

This particular style:of iSolationism, therefore, could become extrem ly
nationalistic and chaiivinistic. It was certainly not incompatible with
American expansionisnis "Can you hope foi peace when love Qf c try is
disregarded in your scheme, Borah asked during debateovs t ague
df Nations,,"whenothe spirit of nationality is rejected, even sc e at?" By
entering the League, he argued, America would sacrifice her. nationality
on the altar of collective security; she would lose all freedom to respond in
world politics.as she saw fit..

As practiced in America during the nineteenth and much of thetwenti-
eth century, LaEeber notes, isolationism did not lead,ItO pacifism or the
absence of cor4iGt. diplornatib.historian,homas Bailey docurnents
many of the episOdes of viole2ce and conquest that took place during that
period when Americans literaly destroyed scores of Indian nations, seized
millions of acres .from Mexico, and came to exercise significant control
over the other societies in the Western Hemisphere under the Monroe
Doctrine-and- its later yariants. America may not have entered a formal
treaty of alliance with ari'y nation, but ihis did not prevent her farmers and
businessmen from extending the range of . their trade throughout . the
world. Nor did it prevent the invasion of otheecountries by sOldiers,from
the United States.

It would appear that Washington had been mishken. Commercial and
political ties could not always be neatly segregated. The steadepniiillr

of America's compercial interests in Latin America:. Asia, ai4.urope .

brought in cheir wake many political entanglements and riva ries-Aith
other nations. Those Americans who invested,49 ttpican copper mines,.
Cuban sugar plantations, or Chinese railroads becarifei anxious about in-
ternal affairs in those lands, and they expected, their governinent in Wash-
ingtonto become concerned, coo. ,

Between the,1880s and 1914, Amesica skirmished manY times with
other ,European nations over ecOnomic concessions ,in the under-developed
regions of the world. And witfi increasing frequency, we intervened with
military force to restore "law and order"in Cuba, Haiti Santo Do-
mingb, Panama, Nicaragua, Mexico, the Philippines, and China.

It can be argued that America's .final conversion to -internationalism
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uring the twentieth century (especially after World War II) did not
require a: *damental shift in .the Pattern of her behavior .with other
nations:The number and scope of her formal alliances grew enormously;
she became a, Member of the United Nations but at the same time con-
tinued to intervene unilaterally. in the affairs of other societies: Greece,
Lebanon* Cuba( Guatemala, the Dominican Republic, Vietnam,
and Cambodia. '

The reasons behind America's conversibn to professed internationalism
are many and:complex, but through LaFeber's articles and the Reader:,
selections sye can distinguish the two most :importer factors. Above all,
America s rise to "great power" status was, as Bailey.,argues, a cumulative
process, extending over a century and tied directly to her increasing
ecgnomic and technological supremacy among the major industrial pow-

. eti. To have remained neutral during either World War I or II, Arderica
'would have been fOrCed to abandon a large portion of her world trallie and
drastically modify her own internal economic system.

ePinally, the complete breakdown of the old European colonial empires
after,World War II loft enormous power vacuums in many regions of the .
world---tAfrica,. the Middle East, and Asiavacuums that the United
States attempted to fill in order to prevent the success of local revolu-
tionary movements and rhe expansion of Soviet or Chinese communist
influence. After 1945 Americi attempted to create an international sphere
of influence, based upon military and economic aid, to match her old
hemispheric one. But the economic .and .moral burdens of this new self-
assigned responsibility undermined her domestic stability.

The billions of dollars in:American aid that pOured forth each year to
foreign nations eroded both our .own monetary system and that otit ur
principal allies as well. Meanwhile, as LaFeber writes; "our influencebegan
ro dwindle in Southeast, Asia, Latin America, and Western Europe."
Vietnam became the ultimate deqole because it sapped our economic
system through war-induced inflatiOn, 314;as LaFeber pointsoput in his
fourth article, brought the country to fh,c briok of what many viewed as a
presidential dictarorshipAn, the wake citgi,Viernam defeat, America has
not repudiated her post-1945 ,alliances or reireated from the worldet
large, but her international pretensions have received kdEVIsive setback.
At the same time, it should be noted, stft,has entered into a new period of
detente with the Soviets and rile thinese that promises to reduce further

A the old tensions of the cold war period.
Contrary to the fears-expressed by many nattonal leaders at the time of

ottlevacudtion from Vietnam, it does not appear likely that we will return
tn'an isolationist posture in the near future, bur itobert Tucker's analyiis
of the new isolationism shout rrvke us reflect upon the extent to which
reduced American role in the wbrld remains a viable posstalitleither
our military security nor our Oconomic vitality, he argues, depillil:s upon
the, extensi4 network of alliances, aid programs, and military interven-
tions that characterized Ameriolln foreign policy since 1945.

,

f
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Insecurity
\x/hat in fact is the essence ,of national security? Dvs it reside in the

size of a nation's military force? Its economic strength? Its freedom from
aggressive neighbors? Why in the past have Americans felt insecure about
their position in the world and About their own Internal state of social
cohesion? How has the one influenced the other?

Throughout most of her history, America has enjoyed the blessiligg of
physical security granted to few nations. With, the exception of the Revo-
lution and the second war with England in 1812, foreign troops have nor
marched on American soil. Two oceans and two militarily weak neithbors
gave the United States the luxury ,of security without a bloated military
rstahlishment throughout the nineteenth and half of the twentieth' cen-

-.es During both world wars, moreover, America's civilian popula:-
, csoped the physical devastation visited upon inhabitants in England,

France, Russia, Germany, and japan. Boston residepts did nor whiff
poison gas; bombs did not fall on New York City. With the exception of
the Americd South at thelimelof the Civil War, American civilians have

not kriown niiilitary defeat and military occupation.
In the.peridd after World War II, America nor only cOntinued to enjoy

physical security ... ut she also held a tiecisive military and econ9mie
advantage over- ations. Yet throughout this long expanse of. his-
tory, Americans have requently behAed as though their nation were on
the brink of disintegration and collapse from the evil designs of both
foreigners and disloyal Americans.

America, LaFeber points our, has;faced real dangers from abroad and
within, yet the response to these dangers has often been wholly dispropor:
tionate to the threat. What the late historian Richard Hofstadter calls
"the parano4style has been all too characteristic of American behavior
during periods of borh domestic and foreign tenlion. Unable or unwilling
to see social change as a compleic process involving many factors, Amer-
icans have sought easy explanations 'for the tensions within their own
society or their relationships with other nations by attributing extraordi-
nary influence to mAlevolent persons, groups, orinstitutions.

Revolutions, for examiDle, are extraordinarily complex events, involv-
ing a unique constellation of social conditions and institutional arrange-
ments in particular .(ounxties that have evolved over hundreds of years.
But Ameritans, rypic#1,1,gave soUght to understand revolutions in terms
of the actions of a feY conspiratorsBolsheviks, Castroites, Viet-

,

congwho addenly seize power and throw a society off its "normal"
course of evolution. In much the same way, Hofstadter notes, it has been
possible for Arneriians to single our specific groupslibor agitators,
Wall Street bankers, Rogoan Catholics, Jews, slaveownerSas the prin-
cipal cause of social unrest and conflict.

Americans seldom expect consensus or unanimity )n their domestic
,

Affairs. At the same rime, they, have.frequently insisted upon the necessity
for consensus in foreign poliCy when the nation negotiates or makes war
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with ocher nations. And when that conSenius has nor materialized, the
dissgoted. Ave often been subjected to severe repression and ostracism on

. ,
the theory that their actions give aid and comfort to America's rivals.

,,... Those Americans who urged a different course of action vis-a-vis France in,
7909f, Mexico in the 184, Russia in the 1940s, or Vietnam in the

19.0 were all looked upon as sources of weakness and insecurity within
70, our s iety at trte time. . ,

In this century, McCarthyism became our most extreme form of conic-
otive insecuty and of the "paranoid style in politics. America and the.
°rest of theevAld faced severe, multiple crises following 190physical
devitsttion, hunger, falling colonial empires, social revolutionsbut few

,

. of them coltid be solved thrmugh some magic act of American will power
alonewAll of our maSsed financial, industrial, and military power.could
nest radically change the course of developments inBaina, for.example, or
stop the Stiii6 Uniorisfrom dominating Eastern Europe in much the same

,,.

.. way as we,dominated the Caribbean.
However, when thAworld failectto respond to our pressure and desrels,

people like McCarthy had a simple explanation: traitors within AmeriCa
were responsila. The great folly and tragedy of McCarthyism y.fas thikt.it-,.
shifted attenti6n av.;ay from AmeriCa's genuine, problems alptiN 4m
illusory ones of meason and betrayal tpme. In so doing,ti eply,
divided American society, played havoc with institutions such .the

.#tiI -

Army and the State'Departrnent and made it even more'unlik* that
America could deal rationally wialthe many-sided problems beset tilig the
world community. .

Those problems have reached a new magnitude tdday;:asthe diplomat
Charles Yost points our in his article, "The Insecurity of Nations." The
t
manifold crises of humankindoverpopulation, famine, nuclear holo-,
caustcannot be attributed to the willful aCts of a band of conspirators.
Their solution demands a new internationalism,. P

Americans as Anti-Revolutionartes
,The Year 1976 marks the 200th birthday of America's Revolution. Yet, as
;I,.aFekr writes in 'his third article, we have:becom.c a very unrevolutionary

---. ..
people in the years since 1776, especially from the perspective of other
revolutionaries who have looked to us for aid, comfort, or insPiration. Has
the nature of our revolution,been misinterpreted? Nor entirely. As both
LaFeber and the historian Thomas Warrow.point our, our struggle against

d'illtrEngland . was fun rally an anti-colonial war, an effort to bre& the
chain 'of economic rid political dependence that, bound our seaboaid
communities to London and the British Empire. This aspect of our revolu-
tion 'has been well understoodlu_other societies who sought to throw off
their colonial status in'the nide7enth and twentieth centuries. The Latin
Ameriians who rebellediagainst Spain invoked the spirit of our revolution;
so, too, did the Vietnamese revoliitionary HO Chi Minh, who modelled
his country's declaratign of independence upon Mr. Jeffersoiis:

.. ,



But despite this similarity between the United States And Vietnam in
expressed ideology, the two countries were worlds apart in their revolu-
tionary experience, as reporter Frances FitzGerald writes in Fire in the
Lake, excted in the Reader. America's .afailure to understand the
uniqueness of each country's revolution surely contributed to the failure of
.United States policy in Southeast Asia.

Mariy modern revolutionsiriChina, Cuba, Vietnam, and the Africartst
nationhave been-to some extent anti-colonial fevolutions in which th?"7
local revolutionarits have been required to overturn an old ruling elite
within their own couniry as well as ,to cut the ties of economic influence
that bind theelite to other nations.,, e

In other crucial respects, of cotirse, our revolution was very different
from those;0-4 came later. As Barrow and Senator Fulbright point out,
no radical* ibution of power, status, and property took place as a
consequeneo4iat happened in America between 1776 and 1787. Our
revolution di'd not recreate a social order; it confirmed the existence of the
old one, rooted in substantial equality and broad patticipation in the
political process. The French- an Alexis de ,Tocqueville, as early as the
1830s, noted the middle-class ,n( citation of our revolution and the ten-
dency of Americans to resiit social rtibvements that involved drastic up-
heavals in property or class relationships.

America's opposition to most twentieth-century revolutionZrests ulion
another basic fact. As LaFeber points out, the poor seaboard community
that rebelled against Great Britain in the 1770s became a major industrial
and financial power by the end of the nineteenth century, with a substan-
tial interest in maintaining the world status quo. When America. joined
'the exclusive club of the imperial powers, she could hardly be expected io
sympathize with the revolutions in the underdeveloped areas of the world
that jeopardized her own long-term economic and strategic interests.
Long before President Eisenhower spoke of the "falling domino" principle
of revolution in the case of Vietnam, other American leaders had acted on
the theory that 4 successful revolution could begin a chain reaction against
the status quo. Without military aid to Greece, President Truman warned
in 1947,, communism would spread 'across the entire Mediterranean.
Castro's triumph in Cuba 'stimulated American efforts to overthrow his
regime and to oppose even liberal -regimes in the Caribbean on the
grounds that they might .become seed beds of future revolutions.

As President Johnson said in his speech on the Dominican intervention, .
which later became known as the Johnson Doctrine, "The American
nations cannot, must not, and will not permit the establishment of
another Communist governmenr.rio_the Western Hetnisphere."

Presidents'and'Foreign Policy
The management of foreign relations dppears to be the most susceptible

of abuse of all the trusts committed to government," James Madison told
the members of the Constitutional Convention. Although Congress has
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retained the power to declare war and to appropriate all,funds for the
operation of the military forces, the initiative in foreign affairs clearly rests
with the President. The abuses that have taken place in the management
of foreign relations are a combination of overweening presidential ambi-
tions and congressional apathy.

The "imperial pretidency'.'s is not wholly a creatUre of the post- 1945
period of American internationalism. During the nineteenth century, too,
American Presidents frequiently presented Congress with afait accompli in
foreign policy. Jefferson, a trenchant critic of executive power before
entering ,the White House, carried out the decisive negotiations for
Louisiana without consultdig Congress. On other occasions Presidents
undtrmined the legislature's war-making authority. folk's military
maneuvers in Texas, forlexample; as Abraham Lincoln. argued in his
speech'fbefore the House of Representati.yes, left both the Mexicans and.
the American Congress with little choice but to fight. A war against Spain
for Cuban independence in 1898 became, by virtue of the initiatives taken
by McKinley and his subordinates, a war to strip Spain ottall her impor-

rrant colonies, including Puerto Rico and the PhHippines.
In his study of Franklin Roosevelt's p,olicy, Robert Divine shows the

difficulties FDRfaced when attempting both to keep Arnerita out of war and
to protect the country's national interests. At times he walkel' the.fine line
between legality and 'illegality, kept his motives hidden from Congress
and the public, and moved the country nearer and nearer to armed strug-
gle with Germany while professing a desire to remain a nonbelligerent. In
retrospect, many of FDR's policies (destroyers-for-bases and submarine
reconnaissance) seem justified in view of the isolationist mood of the
Congress and the barbaric nature of Nazism. But these circuitous
methods, as LaFeber point-s out, served as precedents for FDR's successors,
including Truman, Johnson, and Nixon, who twisted presidentiarpower
into forms the Founding Fathers would not have recognized.

Even in the wake of Vietnam and a reduction of old cold war anxieties,
LaFeber concludes, it will not be easy to rein in the power of the President
in the area of foreign policy. The need for quick and decisive executive
action in the face of a military threat was recognized at the time of the
nation's founding, and the proper scope of presidential power was debated
in the Constitutional Convention. The issue remains controversial today,
as indicated by the Senate debate on the War Powers Act. Despite the
adoption of that act in 1973, requiring the President to seek congressional
approval before using military force beyond a brief emergency period,
President Gerald Ford dispatched military force to Cambodia during the
Mayaguez incident with only a few'perfunctory telephone calls to legisla-
tive leaders. In a world of nuclear weapons and instant annihilation,
somebody's finger must be on the trigger of defense, but at the same time
the President retains the power to commit American forces in such a
manner as to take from the Congress the power to decide life or death for
all the rest of us.
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STVDY QUESTIONS
.1. What factors made America's traditional policy of isolation from

entangling alliances" possible? What factors brought about its
abandonment?

Suggested Guidelines
First cimsider Washington's "Farewell Address" and the background to it. .

Lareber describes. Note what the Founding Fathers meant by,"entangling
alliances." How did they hope to encourage commercial links ab'road
while avoiding perManent political and military ties? Why was this objec-
time- more realistic in 1796 than in 1778, when ive Made the wag{ with
France? Niote that the physical isolation Washington called "mit detached

. and distant situation" enabled the early Republic ta follow his advice and
that we did "remain one People." Consider too Thomas Bailey's assess-
ment of American strength in 1776 in terms of territory, population,
natural resources, maritime power, and leadership and his listing of other
advantages we enjoyed such as wAak neighbors and Europe's preoccupa-.
tion with its own continental power conflicts. Note, also that our own
westward expansion increased our strength dramatically so that, as Bailey
observes, by the end of the Civil War we were a "great power," capable of
dominating the Western Hemisphere and further extending and defend-
ing our inteinational econpmic interests.

What factors led to the war with Spain "iti 1898, our acquisition of
overseas possessions, and our involvement in World War I? Consider
Senator Borah's arguments against the League of Nations. Why did this
kind of isolationist seniiment remain strong in the inter-war years? Con-
sult Robert ,Divine's -article regarding the reasons Roosevelt gave for
abandoning neutrality in World War H.. Why did we join the United
Nations? What. changed conditions and attitudes did the Truman Doc-
trine, Eisenhower's "domino" theory, the Johnson Doctrine, and our in-
volvemena Vietnam reflect? Finally, consider Robert Tucker's analysis
of the prenes on which our post-war alliances and strategies were based.
Why doesohe believe they no longer hold true? Why does LaFeber argue
that we &must now become "true internationalists"?

2. Describe the kinds of threats that 'have made insecurity a continuing
factor' in American history.

4.uggested Guidelines
First use LaFeber's second article as' your framework in answering this
question and consult Reader articles for examples of the threats he de,:
scribes. Begin by asking how the crises of the early Republic differed from
those between 1815 and 1865. Why did the threat of class warfare and
social revoiution emerge in the post-Civil War" decades? In what other
periods did economic deptession contribute roost to American insecurity?
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Has there es;er been a generation of Americans that did not experience the
threat or reality of war? What new anxieties did nuclear technology bring?
Why did the fear of communist subversion Richard Hofsiadter describes
dominate the 19500 What other examples of that kind of perceived
threat does Hofstadter give? How do other Reader selections illustrate our
fears of communist aggression ;ince World War II?

Consult LaFeber's last two' articles as well. What crises contributed to
insecurity in the last fifteen years? Why was President Ford's 1975 annual
message so gloomy? What examples of threats all peoples face today does
Charles Yost give.? Finally, do Americans still feel insecurity more deeply
because of the "burden of righteousness" LaFeber attributes to our Puritan
heritage?

3. Given our own revattionary,'ex`perience, what accounts for a.mer-
icans' hostility to (evolutions abroad and ()dr disinterest in further revolu-
tion at home?

Suggested Guidelines
Consider first the character of the American Revolution as described !by
LaFeber and Thomas°Barrow. Why was it more an anti-colonial war than a
social revolution Why did Tocqueville believe Americans'0 "equality of
condition" made them "dread revolutions"? When severe economic de-
pressions in America did threaten class warfare, how did we forestall social
revolution at home? In Tocqueville's day and later, what role did Ameri-
cans' business interests play in discouraging revolution at home and op-
posing it abroad? If we saw our Revolution as a model for all mankind,
why were we unsympathetic to other colonial okars for independence suclr
as the LatidAmerican rebellions against Spanish rule? Why were revolu-
tions in Texas, Florida, and .California more acceptable? How did
Lineoln's view of the right to revolt affect his position on the Texas
question?

How does LaFeber ekplain AmericaOns' increasing hostility to foreign
revolutions in the twentieth century? Why were communist revolutions
and any revolutions in the Western Hemisphere especially feared? Con-
sider here Woodrow Wilson's policies, the Truman Doctrine's effect on
communist-inspired revolutionary movements in Europe, our involve-
ment in Korea and Vietnam, and our defense of the "status quo" in Latin
America. Compare Lyndon Johnson's justification of his intervention in
the Dominican Republic in 1965 to William Fulbright's criticism of it.
Why did Fulbright believe we were becoming the "most unrevolutionary
nation on earth"? How does Frances FitzGerald .explain the failure of our
policy in Vietnam? Has the Vietnam experience undermined our, belief
that American democracy is the only acceptable "model for all man-
kind," or will the American people continue to support anti-revolutionary
policies like the CIA intervention in Chile? Finally, does Tocqueville's
'analysis of the social factors shaping Americans"attitudes toward revolu-
tion still hold.true today?
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4. What is the American Ptesident's.prOPerrOle iikinreign affairs?

. rgtiggested Guidelin6 ': ,.. -. .'.
..

of.Ati you will need to make 1 v4hteijtidgnient. Assess the arguments
,

. . ,. 9 ,LaFeber offers condemnine,thetmisuse of presidential power in foreign
affaits at the expense of Congress and his; Otitentiokthat such misuse
leads to similar ill effects irethi sphefp if tinnieitic iffairi. How do Reader

- selectigns support qr refute his position?! :,,. .

Consider first LaFebet'S'desCtigtinii:of*Iiit elle `Constitution's framers
intended the. executive's rore in:breiginc.pcifiek 'ea be, and consult the
excerpt 'from the Constiptional OiriVirition debate on the war powers
issue. Were recent piesideniial :OraetiCe,' ds Senator Javits argued, an
"aberation (tom the original intent;and spieit*ps ft-he Constitution"? Did
Presidents Polk, Roosevels,IrUitivi;Jcohnson; add Nixon equally abuse

...the war-making power? ,Whirfdid :cOngieis *teasingly abdicate-its re-sponsibility . in 'foreign :affitiit. in ,,thigregntitry? What' nole did Modern
technological developments j3lay, ,th;this proCess? DO you believe foreign
policy has become so.corriplei.*:aangeto, 'fliat only the President can
act intelligently and sWirftly enoukh;r9 de d our interests? Why did
Congress seek to restvie:its positioii in;the' ar Powers Act in 1973? In
your opinion, were tl* argument's of,enator,Golclwater or the arguments
of Senator Javits on ehat tArriok.conVinCing?, Do you believe passage cif'
the Act unduly limited*:President's options for attioq?..iFinallY, consid-
ering the evidence withWhifh, he supports it, do you agree with LaFelper's

, contention that preiidehtial:ttnwer.must be checkeil i&both foreign:and;
domestic affairs? .-- . .. , , . ., . - .
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UNIT FOUR:
GROWING uP
AND PURSUING
HAPPINESS
IN AMEMCA



KEY CONCEPTS m
.* .Litis. .

Socialization is .the process by whictOndividuals become adacted to t, .., ..,gehavinrat patterns 'and standards a.'their society. The fami y and tIre-, . , . .

church Wete the primary socializIng institutions in early A ica. In the
nineteenth centuty the public school assumed a major :role.
jcans still expect the sch6ol to perforrn socializing filinctions at the
familyl the churches, and other institutions are.no longer willing or able
to;provide:, tut in Harris '. view the' 'rmass media" .(television, radio,
recordings, newspapers, dna .magazines) are now die central lagents of
socialization in qur society. ,.

." , ,,
'.,..-0, .b,

.An "established" religion is an 'official' religion; saationed and sup7
Potted. 14egiayetnmedt. Although toleration, of a .yariety of religions de-
veloPed iii :stme of the American coloniei;certain religious groups, such

4. as the tongregational Church in New England,and the ChurCh of England "
in yirginiaz enjoyed the special privileges ".establishment" involved: -at-
tendance at the official church-was usually coMpulsory; only its members
could hold pilblic office, and it received tax support. By the kevolutirm
some olthese privileges hact,been cOi;iideragly modified, and, new state 4
constitutions "dlsestablished" official churches, but,. as Harris notes, yes- .'
tigei of governtneNt support forprivileged churches remained for-soine,
decades. The United States Constitution guarantees religious freedom, -.

but. complete separation of church and state in America reinains contro-
versial, as opposition to.the Supreme eourest 1960s rulings,-outlawing
prayer in public schools indicates.

A,

Revivalism has been a recurring feature of American Protestarft religious
life Since the. l7,40S. Organiied.attempts to' revive religious.*.frn and
cOmMitment, particularly through appeals To the emotions,.began on the
frontier and spread froM the Presbyterians to other Protestant.denomina--
donS; as Bernard Weisberger relates in his .Reader article. Although if
served social and emotional needs as welt, revivalism's main attraction lay
in its erriphaiiS 'on indiviclUa4 religions experience rather than'on doctrine

,and in the democfafic participatiOn it encouraged.. Revivalism signilc
fiCantly shaped Protestant theology, hastening the..aliandonment of strict
CalVinist doctrines, 'and became the primary' tool foe'limintaining reli

-..gious interest in an increasingV,secular society.
0 .,

- ''fl: 4;:, 4 1Alternate family Styles: The authoritarian patriarchal fal!i4ily described ;
by BenAmln Wadsworth, which was once the only accePt4tle living unit ..,.

in Am-eirica, was modified in the nineteenth century undei.democratic and's... .

,

individualistic pressures, .but today the institution of einarriagt. itself .is
undefsignificant challenge. The traditional 'family sgrviws, but h new.. -
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attitudes tOward sex roles, the increased participation of women in the
work force, and the thrust toward equal rights for all individuals, alter-
nate life styles are emerging. As Harris observes, various communal living
experiments, companionate marriages involving truly equal partnership,
and homosexual arrangements are becoming increasingly accepted.

Educational reform. The first major reform in the American educational
-process was the substitution of free public schools for family and priyate
instruction. Through the work of reformers like Horace Mann in the
nineteenth century, public schools staffed by trained instructors broadly
extended formal education opportuniOes, and the public school became
the primary socializing institution for all Americans, particularly for im-
migrants. In this century John Dewey ond others challenged the relevance
of traditional schooling, advocating progressive.educatidn, in which
training in real life skills and situations replaced rote learning, ,and
cooperation rather than competition was stressed. Some critics now advo-
cate alternative public schools to provide a variety of choice in educational
approaches, while'others argue for voucher systems through which "private
education would be itinded for those who 'prefer it to what the public
schools offer. ,

Culture. Although'the wird has broader meaning for anthropologists,
'in common usage culture is- t nem and products of a people's artistic
and intellectual activity. T rd o iginally referred only to the "finee
arts, such as fotmalixed sculpture, pal , and architecture, and "ser-
ious music, del-ce, drama, and.literature. tlowever, the rise of demara-
tic concepts of culture ihat 'accompanied political democracy led critics to
call these activities "high culture" in order to distinguish them from the
practical arts and crafts, folkart, and popular music and literature, which
they called "popular culture."

In this century the democratization of taste has been carried to new
heights, or depths, depending on one's viewpoint, by the development of
modern communications media. Harris argues th'at we Must consider the
-social consequences of "Masscult" or "Midult," to use Dwight ,

Macdonald's derisive terms, for the captive consumer whose tastes are
shaped by themedia.

Individualism. The belief that each-person's needs, rights, and indepen-
dence of thought and action are of primary importance has been a central
tenet of American democratit thought. Nurtured by the opportunities
provided by a new continent;individualism shaped attitudes toward per-
sonal responsibility that were often in conflict with the claims of so?iety
for Conformity or collective action. Individualism weakened the develop-
ment of asense of community or common purpose, althougk its defenders
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argued that; like laissez faire economics, it' best served the intereseOpf
society ,as a whole. -With the einetsence of industrial societl,,Ainericans
were forced to surrender much of the personal sovereignty they once

enjoyed, and toClay modern technological developments further
threaten the individual's right to privacy.

Inner-direcied is the term sotioh5gist David Riesman Uses to describe
the individual whose source of direction was Internal, that is, 'his values
were .implanted by e4clers and other airfhorities earlr in life, and the
jndividual internalized them or adopted them as .his own. Such an indi7
vidual tended. to be morally self-sufficient,, driven towards his goa% by
these inter& values and 4)finciples.tThis`Character type according to
Riesman, was prevalent from the period of the Renaissance4nd Reforma-..
tion until the,midtwentieth century, a period marked by physi.pl, econ-
omic, anGbechnolhical exProsion. Other-directed is Riesrnan's term for
the character type that is becoming prevalent in modqrb4ociety, particu-
larly in the upper-middle classes, in an age of consumptZ.' The soUrce of
direction .forghe other-directed individual is his contemporaries,' known
to him directly or indirectly through'the mass media. The -goals of the
other-directed individual are guided by others, onowh'Om he depends for
his moral values and sense of self. Both "inner-directed" and "othei-

/directed:: apply to ideal tharacter types raiker than to actual individuals.
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A4TICLES AND ItEA9INGS
Jane L. Schaper

Diversity has been4he essential characteristic of the American nation from
;4' its beiginninga natipte _many peoples, with different languages,

:4*" anitcustoms. ffm the very start, however, certain inStitutions
helt;ed miad the society and shape its values. Neil Harris looks at soine of

*hese inaitutionsthe fIntay, the church, and the schocIlsin his first
two artaffes. In his last twoorticla he examines the culture that emerged
in America*nd one of the valtes most cherished by Americans

. individualism.

.747',

The Family
"Throughout tvYo hundred years of their nation's history," Harris writes
in his fir g article, most Americans defined their social location mg
readily aS--menibfers clf a family or church." Particularly in the colonial
period,, when many other institutions were still weak or were lacking
altogether, the family 'bore the prigiary resporisibility for preserving social
order. The family was, as Harris, points out, a model (tt the larger,
hierarchical society; :the father's authority over ,hisl family was unques-.
tioned. In addition, the family -bore the major responsibility foi the
education of children.

Benjarnin Wadsworth's description in "A Well-Ordered Family" kives
h. us a clear picture of the ideal colonial family. The father,was the head of

the household: "it belon'gs tO the head to rule and govern." But although
' his power was absolute, he was urged, to use love and kindness to win the

,obedience of his family. Husbands and wives were reminded:that it was
their duty to love each olr. Parents were responsibk for seeing that-their
children were not idle lidt'svere "brotIght tpfdiligently in such business as
they are capable of." In addition, they were to instruct their children in
religion as well a in manners, Children, for their part, were to both love
and fear their parentS; to be faithful and obedient, and to support them in

,..--their old 'age.
How dOsely did the farhily approximate this ideal? _Harris notes that

"ths new' land strain4familial unity and perniartence from the begin-
ning." Childrep often adaptedpore readily than their immigrant parent*',
to the conditions of the New Vorld. In addition, the abundance of tand
was a con1 siant lure fOrlambitious or restlesk,young sons who were eager to
leave the family.and strike Out on theii own. This was in marked cOntrast

Old Voild, where'succeeaing generations stayedon the family
latid, farming ever smaller parcels as fathers divicici their estates among
their sons. On the, other hand, 'it might be noted that the primitive
conditions confronting the yoling family moving westward together also
strengthened the family Unit, which had to gly exclusively on its own
memberg for survival in the irilderness.

a
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The strains upon the family unit, Harris points out, increased after the
Revolution as-doctrines of equality, iRdividualism, and the right to per-
sonal puit'uit of happiness challenged older notions of authoritarianism.
The result was a democratization of the family. Nevertheless, as long as
America remained a largely rural nation, the family was the basic unit of
economic organization as well as of social organization; children is well as
adults were employed on the family farin or Pflousehold manufacture.

Increasing urbanization nd industrialization in the second half of the
nineteenth century changed this-economic organization and inevitably
had a profound effect on family patterns. 'The factory system meant that
not only men, but women and children as well, were employed outside
the home. (See Unit One, "Working in America.") For the first time,
women in substantial numbers were able to find employment in Occupa-
tions other than domestic services. This provided many( women with new
economic independence and was undoubtedly. one factor accounting.for
the increasing divorce rate that Harris notes.

Urbanization was also accompanied by a growth in public Schools,
which, as we shall see, relierd the family of one of the main responsibil-
ities it had borne in colonial times. The schools became the primary
institution for Americanizing immigrant children, and immigrants were
especially subject to family strains as their children rejected the ways of
the Old Country in favor of those of their new home. (This matter is more
fully discussed in Volume I of the reader, pp. 83-87.)

Industrialization also created a new class of wealthy townsmen, and the'
preoccupation with materialism and ostentation was so marked in the
years following the Civil War that the period has.been called "the Gilded
Age." Booth Tarkington's Amkterson family, preoccupied with fashions
and comfort, clearly reflected the new Yahltof an increasingly affluent
society. At the same time, die role, of the family in shaping those values
seemed to be dwindling.

As Harris notes, despite the various strains on the familyreflected4,.
a divorce race that increased more than twenty-fold between 1890 arir
1971Ati1 recently, few questioned the value placed on marriage itself
as an important institution. In fact, Collowing the years of upheaval of the
Great Depression and World Warp, there was an increasing emphasis on
family life as the basic source of happiness. Women in particular were
supposed to find satisfaction in their roles asWives and mothers.

That this.,was not necessarily .ko became abundantly clear when Betty
Friedan published The Feminine Mystique in 1963. Ten years later, looking
back on thOse days when belief in the fa'rnily aS thosource of personal
fulfillment Was an unquestioned tenet of faith, Friedan wrote in 1973,
"However much we enjoyed being Junior and. Janey's or Emily's mother,
or B. J.'s wife, if we still had ambitions, ideas about ourselves as people in
our own rightswell,' we, were simply freaks, neurotics, arid we con-
fessed oui *sin or neurosis to priest or psychoahalyst, and tried hard
to.adjust."
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The growth of the women's movement and the achievement of major
reforms" that sought toiend sex discrimination attest to the willingness. qf
large element of oor society to reconsider the role that it has tratii
assigned to women and to recognize them as individuals quite,0

,
their positions as members of families.

What are the implications of the women's movement for.the inst tigieN
of the family? Obviously, as Friedan points out, if women are ib'aChieve
their goal of'equajity there must be some profound changes in our institu-
tions, most notably in the provision of child care outeide the home for
working mothers. But are all aspects of the women's movement nec-

" essarily incoitipatible with the family as a basic social institution? One
could argue ttPat, in women's insistence on equality within the family as
well as in, society at laige, we are witnessing 'another step in the demo-. ,-
cratization of the family that began more than 200 years ago.

Lately, however, there have been other attack's on the institution of the
7 family..As Harris points out, "Experiments in comthunal living, compan-

ionate marriage, the attempt to legitimate hornosexual unionsall are
the outgrowth of new attitudes toward :lexual expression and individual
fulfillment which are nu longer defined exclusively within the traditional.,
family setting."

No doubt the women's mdvement helped to articulate and defend some
of these new attitu s. But in part--they can-also be attributed to other

etfactors, inclu'ding e decline in the role of the church Is the.defender of
traditional community values and morals. .. .

, .

The Church
In discussing the roie of. the church, Harris points out that "to a greater or
less degree, the first settlements were created io support collective mis-
sionary dreams"a fact also. emphasized by Walter LaFeber in his dis-.
cussion in Unit III of the causes of American insecurity. The Puritans of
New England, especially, hoped to establish a Zion in the witderness,
recreating society according to God's law. And if not all the colonists
matched the Puritans in religious zeal, religion was nevertheless one of the
most imporsant motives in the settlement of the colonies. Maryland was a
haven fsif Roman ,Catholics, Pennsylvania for Quakers and other dis-
senters. (In the Spanish Southwest, (oo, friars battled, for souls as' the
soldiers battled for the riches of the country, and the permanent SPanish
settlements of that area were centered on the mission.) In all but foOr of
the coloniesRhode Island,' Delaware, Pennsylitabia, and New Jersey

0.
everYone was required to .pay taxes to suNiort the dominant church:
Congregational in New England, Anglican Alt.New York ad! in _the
South. Church attendance was also compUlsory n many of the colonies.

But the status of the churches did not depend solely on their position as
state-supported institutions. As Harris points out, the church was both
the conscience and the interpreter of the ,comniunity, establishing moral
codes, preserving social order,, articulating the sense of mission of

N.
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the people.
But the-church, like thefarnily, was bound to be affected by conditions

in the New World. The centralized authority of the Anglican church, for
instance, was difficult to maintain from Englandow the vast expanse of
the Atlantic, and the ecclesiastical courts and memrership in the legisla-
ture that gave the church such power in England were never duplicated in
the New World. There was a clear need for settlers, regardless of faith, if,
the colonies were to survive. This need, combined with itkological
convictions, tended to,promote toleration in many of the colonies. By the
eve of the American ReitOlt,ttfon, there were, in addition to the Congrega- '
tionalists and Anglicans, large numbers of Presbyterians, Baptists, Qua-

VnI.
s, Dutch Reformed, Lutheians, Mennonites, a small number of Jews,

,d a host of minor sects.
Th'e Great Awakening of the 1740s, the first of a series of religious

revivals in America, had particular appeal for the less educated and privi-
leged members of the American society; it further strengthened the
nonest;ablished denominations; and Jed to inaeasing opposition to tax
support 'of some chiirches.

.

The Revolution, as Harris. points our; "speeded the transformation of
the church's role." The sense of mission was secularized, as political
leaders and businessmen increasingly competed with ministers as spokes-
men for the American !dream. The ConStitution of thenew nation per-
manently separated church from state on the national level, and within-a
few decarks even Massachusetts had withdrawn the last of the state priv-
ileges accorded the Congregational, churches. America had become the
first totally secular state in the modern world.

Having lost state support, "the churches fought to retain their influ-
ence by competing for souls in an age of evangrlicalism," Harris writes.
The evangelicalism that swept the country around 1800the second
Great. Awakeningis described in the article on frontier religion by the-
historian Bernard Weisberger. The formal and aristocratic religions of the
East had little apiteal to the rugged individuals who were settling the
western territory oT the nation. Revivalism, with its emphasis on emo-
tional'faith rather than on doctrine, appealed to their democratic instincts
and indeed reinforced them, as they believed, social distinctions had little
meaning if any'person coUld achieve salvation. Mass revivalism became a,
recurrent theme in American religion. The effect of revivalism was to
turther weaken the older,established churches of the East through
schisms and competition for church Membership. But,- as Weisberger
concludes, the churches had little alternative but to try to adapt them-
serves to the new conditions. "All of this cost something in religious
depth, religicto learning, religious diznity. Yer there Was , not. much
choice. The AMerican churches lackea the supPort of an aikpowerful state
or of age-old. traditions. They had to move ,wirh the times.". .

Increasingly, as Harris hotei, churchmen ii . the nineteenth-century
turned to such social issues as' abolition and tetnranco. Outspokenly'

.
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patriotic, these churchmen helped to assure that the churches did not lose
their public function along with their public financial support.

But such a role was difficult to maintain. Dependent on the shifting
moods of the majority, the churches often came to reflect rather than to
shape community standards, while the multiplication of sects, as Harris
points out, tended to divide rather than to unitethe community, In the.
long run the churches, like the, family, fell victim to the 'American ern-
phasis on individual freedom and personal fulfillment, 'and the Churches.
lo§t ?nuch of their authority.

The one notable exception to this patiern, was thetatholic c'hUrch. As
Garry Wills points out in his article on a Catholic boyhOod, the Catholics
church for many years did not attempt to adapt to the changing times. On
the contrary, the church represented stability, tirnelessness, changeless-
nos; it maintained its faith through centuries-Gild rites and customs,
reinforced through its: own 'system of schools. Catholics, .although of
diverse national backgrounds, were thus set apart as a distinct group in
America. It was only in the 1960s when POpe John XXIII: and' PoPe Paul
VI tried to update and modernize the doctrine and rituals' of the Chiirch,
to bring them abreast of aichanging society, that the church began to lose

. _

its authority for many Catholi,c 4mericans. .

Does this mean that chutchesand God--are dead in Arnerica;as ..

some have proclaimed? What is to be the role of the church in Ainerican
society in the future? The theologian Harvey ox addresses 'this Problem
in his article "Churches and the Future of Religion." "If.God iS dead or
dying in the middle-class derionlinations," writes Cox:'fie (or something '

that resembles him) is alive and well in at least two places",: the conserya-
rive, evangelical churches and the Eastern mystical religians. It appea'to
Cox that we might be entering. a third great awakening.' But the Mere
revival of piety does mit answer the- More perplexing question of the,,
proper role of the churches ih Modeln.societya question that has:divided
churchmen themselvo. Are the churcheg- obligated to.be today, as theY"'
were in thepast, the moral conscience of4he nation?' What are.their
obligations in speaking pUt,on suth rnatterc;.as the Vietnarnbomb,
presidential usurpation of power:. injustice to 'iininority .groups? 4s
puts it, "Certainly the essential questiOniii not': How shall ttie church
;grow or how shall they. endure?, fhe 'quettion, is:. How tan
be fait l?"

School and Community ,

;.!If the family and the-church experfented a losk!cif authority; what wast
take their place in Shaping the4alii.es pf th&spciety? To Siirne extenrit was
the sChools. As haseen nOtel Jr.,' the early period oP the n nn'S,histoit,

-education.. was ,primatily the responsibility of thrfamily, a by .tlie
church ancr'wityOte sthoOls:, Only:A.:Massachusetts was 'th an earl),

..proviioli for public: sChocity"lifhe.1647. law indicates, the iVrimaiiy
concern was rhititiallehildeertte ritighi to read so that ttley could folloW

, . .



the Script Wes and not succtunb "to "the old deluder, Satan." As Harrkf`f.,'
points oi.4, "schooling had not yet become synonymous with education.,

The American Revolution had-an impact on edUcation as it didonl
family and the church. 'A republic needed a 'ruling cliN based oh Met.
rather than on'aristocracy," and education, acording to Tla.
Jefferson, Noah Webster, and others, Was the best way to ferret out
talented. 'But, Harris notes, SuCh arguments` could not generate tliti;
essary financial support forwidespread public education.

, In the nineteenth century the advocates ofpublic education werit.
successful, although some of the'arguments remained the same. II
Mann, writing in the 1830s, stressed the importance of coin
school attendance as a regulatory'forte Chat 'woukl contribute to t
bility Of society amidst the instability of republican institutions'. ti

-siohs. The educational reformers added to this the _argument
schools would also help childten t? adapt to society by prom
.skills that were necessary for econoMicindependence. By the ina
Abe nineteenth century, they haa won iheircause except in
where tuition schools and-priVatetutors-were still prevalent.'

. But 'as Edward Eggleston's account in "The Hoosier_Sc
'shows; scho2ls, Particularly in the.rural areas, were often crii

the,days before compulsory sthool artendanceif
what casual. The curriculum stressed the three R's,:, with sOrne

..-=seeigraphy, and history occasionally. addeicli::_.
By the lat.e Aineteenth century, as Harr.i4(tOts out; eduCatitlil

ers',becameAricreasingly critical of the tchools, whkh dra not seem to
.; filling the needs of-society or of the individual leo the reforrnerst

schools appe6.redtir ial; they retied on outinqled 'formal rpethed4
..jducaftil, ai4d çhey did little to prepare their students for the;reali

the ,Tseyvi indus 'al pider. The a.i,riis ofotiie "progressiVes,,''''k
if Diaiey od tihers i*k4ell as' the fate of the progreg,sivet

e4-t.4266n1"fre ,..Tpefled. out byl..awrence Cremin the
tpnsforMation of,the school. Essentially,.the ecluscationa 4.: es, like
dte*kotirieal pivg ressives, were tryin$ to improve tfieji indvid-
iial. "'This resfrUcturing methods of eduCat making the -, .

schOcilt a rniCrotos0 of the ,50r. society', 'placing the i idual at the
OEFhesChool% cOncern. any of these refotms were.achieved in the

halCof the twJntieth.centuryt until a variety of factOrs---chi.sm, the
negAive 'aspect§ of; all itiovements estiat Itart a a protest against

y, sbinsthing,Ahse difficulty 0 lidding ftfsp-raee't who cottld cope
withAhemethOdsAprogressiredUcation, the st. the,:ideas, and

.#;,:postWar,cOnserieatistnled to the dpcline of prow edUcation in the
i,mortantly, creroin congudei; the ,Progressive educationtJOnt hikd tLe.p pace witp the, rrnuirlg cha 4...,,.014 society.

progresMv ovement did hot.Inswer ohe of the questions,
sfing t he "fole the schools in or societ re they t be agents Of:.

insis ng, for example,^.?kn indiv

£8

al rights and equality, of



treatment, or are they ,merely to reflect the standards of the, community
and help children to adapt to the prevailing social circumstances? In
Harrisb°view, this is one of the major dilemmas facing the schools today.
Jonathan Kozol's narrative of his experience i4he I3oston.public schools
presents this dilemma in very personal teririsf-yht?..iiew of the schools as.an
agency'Of social justice conflicted directlyz.with trq.tcof the school,p.dminis-
trators. The school's attitude cost him his jo view, it cost the'
children their spiritual, and intellectual. .tiontroversy and vio7
lence that have frequently surrounded, faro ion of the schools is
testimony to the fact that the schools hav ys been able to solve
the problems of the larger society.

Popular Culture I
The essentially democratic nature of Arnerican society profoundly affected
American culture froni,the beginning. In the early years of the Republic,
Harris notes in his third article, American genius was drawn to politics

.rather than to the arts. European critics noted the paucity of a native
American culture in Ale early nineteenth century and ridiculed tj3e un-
.couthness of the society. But most Americans seemed satisfied iv h the
grandeur of their technological progress and material prosperity,; art
would come later. . .

241garris notes that by the time of the .Centennial, many Ametican. s
deired a national culture but thoUght it wouldcome through an imitaP
tion' of European models. Some, 'such as Henry James, regarded the

. s,
absegce of a cultural tradition as an advantage; it would allow Americans
to choose what was best in other cultures, and the result would be a fusion
that would surpass any other culture then in existence..

Others, however, argued that we should have a distinctivy.mcan
culture, based bn'what xas truly Americanour technolo , our climate,
our people, and our government. While.soine,critics b ated Americans
for failing to ichieve a "high culture,Wthe .1920s, as Harris notes,
'other students of American society Were defending folk-tales, handicrafts,
engineering; and vaudeville :is distinctively Americanforms of art. Rather
than apivaling tt a small, highly ,cultnred- minority, these Art forms
belonged to the majority of the people.

Popular culture received an eno,rmous impetus from the tecfhnological
''..,xtlevelopment of the twentieth century: Mins, recordings, radio, and

televisionin short, the mass media. The people, rather, than a handful of
. learned critics, became the arbiters ofraste, as ,qulture had to Meet the test

of the marketplace. The mass' media, using the aggreisive techniques of
commercialism, soon became a dominant force in American-culture. As
Harris puts it, ".lronically, in.2everal decades America has passed from a

v
,K.ciety whose culture was overshadowed by its political ideology, to a
Sciety almost culturally top=heavy, its forms of expression shaping rather
ihan reflecting standfrds df conduct and belief. To a, l'ai:ge extent film arid

, telev,ision assumed the task of social integration so incompletely managed
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t; iby older institutions."
-Granted the magnitude of the impact of the mass media on our culture,

,it remains to be asked whether this impact has been for good or for evil.
From the point of view of the artist, as expressed 13}, the.poet RandallJarrell in .%'Sad Heart at the Supermarket," the inflUence has been a. \ baneful one.. Jarrell sees the values of the mass culture as being in direct. ,

: Opposition' to those timelesse,.values of true or high culture. The artist in
... oar society, he.concludes, must either live apart ftom his society or sell

himself ou-t to the crOde values of the popular, mass media culture..
On the other handl, the futurist and social commentator AlVin Toffler

applauds the growth of the "culture consu.Ter.,He ,e'es the populariza-tion of art as consistent yvith.the democra,' iew. of life: in a democracy, 4ail is for the masses, not for the elite. o he arguei, do 'all -cultural,- standards have to be lowered as the nurnber of culture -Consumers-in-
.,CreaSes. Rather, thete can be a gradual acquisition of taste :for "high.'

culture" by chose who now follow "middle culture.", ,.
Finally, Harris' ihtss- that masts culture---rhe culturt' of

consumers"relates to the larger character of A.'Inerican societyits MI -'
,.0 onial origins% its racial heterogeneity, its capit'aiistic gthos and :.",raKixd mobility,"

41' -Individualism
Thetechnologicat advances that did so much to Shape our popular culturealso threatened one of the most cherished of American values:individualism. -

The belief in individualism has been a basic tenerof.the Arntricansreed-throughout our history. Every person was entitled to "life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness." America was the land of opportunity in which
any. ,citizen could .rise according to his or her merits. Yet today that
individualismand the priyacy that sustains itare threatened by avaritty of forces.

As Hafris writes in h'is final article, "The threat to privacy does nor
come from any particular group or: institution. It lies _in the growth ofmass society, in gigantic corporate enterprise, in Pongested cities and
suburbs, mass: production and bureaucracyhomogeneous Communica-tions medianothing less than modernization itself."

Legally; as Ilarris points out; the rights of the individual are protectedtoday as never before in .our history. In actuality, however, the range ofchoices open to the individual ,has been narrowed in many areas: The
economic individualism of the eighteenth,and nineteenth centuries hasbeen replaced by government intervention in economic lifea point alsoemphasized by Paul SamdelSon, and the selections in Unit Two ofthe'Reader.

the ability to retreat from the2world in the manner of Henry David .Thoreau, she nineteenth century philosoliher who isolated himself froin
society on the shores of Walden Pond, has been greatly lessened in our
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congested modern world. Even withdrawal into the privacy, of one's farn-.
ily; home, or vacation retreat has been made more .diffieult bY the'
ubiquitous telephone and other instruments Of our technological society.

Another threat to individualism, Harris notes, comes, from the growth '
and seeming permanence of our institutions. Once men and women could-,

'feel bigger than the institutions that served them; today, individuals
indeed whole generationsfeel hemmed in by a sense that .their fate is
determined by institutions they can no longer control.

.

The generalization of dangera general feeng of insecurity and un-
happiness to which no specific cause can be assignedHz further dimin-
ished our sense of individualism, according to Harris.

,

The kind of individualism celebrated in the folklore of the West, The,.
, tall tales, seeMs a thing of the distant past., Davy Crockett, as the Crockett

Almanacs testify, could fight the wilderness, Indianswild animals, and
two-legged "varmints"; he could proVide for himself arid'his.family on the
edge or civilization. But how can the individuartoday fight .unknown
dangers, big government, computers? .

. Do the new conditions of society mean that individual neronger
viable? According to sociologist bavid Riesman, the American of the
mid-twentieth century is a very differerit character from the "inner-
directed" American of an earlier era. The contemporary*rson no longer.
relies on himself and his own feelings as a guide to action; he no longer
feels there are new frontiers to ,conquer. Rather, he feels a sense df help-
lessness in confronting the rorces of mass.production; work Is.less mean
ingful; the only role that still matters is that of the consumer. And the
success with which th4-tole is played Clepends on the values, judgments,
and aliproval of others. The modern American, Riesman concludes, is
therefore "other-directed," with few defenses against the presSures of the
group and the larger society. Only a minority"a saving rernhant"of
individuals feels free to act autonomou;ly today. ..

Nevertheless, according terHartis, "individualism survives as an ideal."
.Personal sovereignty and privacy are not readily relinquishea, even in an
age of digits and ciphefs and complex. public institutions. Every en-
croachment on private property andthe rights of the inclividual is met'
With a stbrm of protest, ifnbt. defiance. .

But individualism ean siirvive as more than an ideal, acc'ording- to
&

playwright-and novelist' William Saroyan. It can also survive as a reality.
Althougji-i most Americans have in fact become "joiners,:' there is an
alternative: yve ean resume the simple life-style of.an eaMier age, discard
the automobile, teleVisinn, and pre-packaged "plastic" fOods of our Mass
production gociety. In short, Saroyad urges, ,"Find out if it's worth your
time and trouble to be who }iced are, and if it turns out that it, is, then of
course you are.home free, a d an incorruptible individual."

, 2
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STUDY QUESTIONS
1. Account for the decline of religion and the family as
i'nstitutions since the colonial period.

socializing °

Suggested Guidelines
Begin by reviewing Sarris' discussion pf the central role chat religion and

, the family pla4ied in early America. Observe .that the churches and the
family sUrrender,ed socializing, functions. first to the public schools and
then' to the modem "mass media." Then:..'consider such factors,..as indi-
vidualism, economic opportun kr, potiical dernocracy and itiCreasing
.materialism as contributing elernents in the decline oc.these institutions'osier time. ; .

Deal flisi With religion. How did "disestblishment" and the
C,onstitution's guarantee of religious freedom affect the options and stra7
iegiei óf organizedchurOles? Consult Bemard Weisberger for a discussion
of the changed -cOndi4s and needs reflected by revivalism. Why did
sects mdltiply? Did7clivich leaders' support for social reform movements
in the nineteenth ceti,lry delay religious decline? Observe, however, that

°although religion lost statiis it remained a strong influence in the lives of
'many Amerkans, as: Garry Wills' description of a Catholic boyhood
shOvs. .How does he View his 'Church's attempts to adapt to modem
cnnditions?. How does Harvey Cox explaAi the decline of traditional
denomination's today while sects based on emotionalism and conservative
'theology on the one hand and Eastern mysticism ind.Zommunal expe,r-
iments on the 'other are aitracting adherents? What parallels-does he draw
to nineteenth-'ceritury revivalism? If the developments ar.sdescribi re7flect unmet spiritual needs, why does he criticar.present day L
religious objectives? .

Turning to the familyconsider why'the "well-ordered" unit Benjamin
Wadsworth described give way to the more -democratic nineteenth-
century model Harris mentions. What kincls of changed values and func-.'
tions does Booth Tarkingtoristdescription of turn-of-the-century small
toWn households.reflect? Wirdevelopments in this centUry further chal-

, lenged traditional 6Mily relationtships? Consider here particUlarly the neW
economic andsOcial conditions thai Betty Friedan's account of the Modern
women s Ihts,movemerir reveals:. Why are Arnericans now experiment-.
ing withe.ilternative" gamily struttures, as 'Harris ,observeS? Is this
development a sign of revitaliiation. of familty relationsliips or
furtIler decline?

2. Trace the changing role of publk education in American life.

Suggested Guidelin-es
.'Observe' that although, pUbliciitducatIon became a central .so`cializie.

,
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mechanism in.American life it was, exCept.in New'England, a relativelyf
late development. Note that, as'Harris points 'out, the family and appren-
ticeship supplied most inkructional needs before the nineteentlIcentury.
Consult the 1647 Massachusetts School Law as to.why New En$land was
an exception to this pattern. If high costs rettiained the main stumbling
block to public educacion, hpw did Horace lylann justify the eipenditure
of public funds .for compulsory schooling and teacher traini iik. in the
1830s? What econOrnic, social, and political benefits did public 'e'clucation
provide?. Corider however, the quality 'of education offered in the,one-
room rural schipali.Edard Egglesron describes.

What changes in-American society did the reform prgposalS of John
Dewey and other advocates of "progressive education" reflect? How does
Lawrence Cremin explain the succegs of this movement and its later
decline? Wh7 in recent decades did the schools become the.main arena foi?'
achieving racial justice in American society? What does Jonathan Kozol's
description of a Bctston ghetto school reveal about the problems involved
in that mission? According to Harris, what other issues remain controver-
sial in public education today, and,What alternatives 'do critics offer to the
traditional publtc school? Has the decline of Feligion and the 'family
transferred too much responsibility to the schools? Finally; what educa-
tional functions has, the ':rnass media" assumed and how has that
development affected the role of public education in American life?,

-

3. Evaluate American "ailtute" andirc future prosPects.
,e

Suggested Guidelines
First review the historical controversies Harris describes regarding the
'quality; of American cultural.achievements. Then arrive at- a working
definition of American "cult*" in the past and today. You may wish to
limit your use of the term wits "high culture" elements. In that case you,
should evaluate' American artistic and intellectual production and,
consumption according to the standards Randall Jarrell uses., er you
might define culture as the .:'pepular culture': Harris describes, character-
ized by democratic indisVual participation; bOth, active and passive.
Thirdly, you. could conSider.all creative.activities and their consumers as
part of the cultural picture in the broader senses ,s

Whichever approach you take,.use HarriS' third article-, and the- Reader
selections by Henry James, Randall Jarrell, and Alvin Toffler to deter-
mine what factors shapett'American cultural attitudes and activitiq. To
what degree and why Was:American cultuce distinctive? 'How does.Anier,'-
ican culture today compare to that of the pasi? Consider particularly the
effect of the comrfiercial values and merhodof the modern mass media.
Review Itere as,well: David POtter's disCussion o ad:iertisMg'simpact on

- American standards And social goals that apprars in Unit Two.: Finally, do
you share JarielFs,pessimisM or Toffler"s Optimism te/Aing American
cultural life?
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A 4. Describe the histo'ry of individualisrn in America,t4c1 iti'statuS Cbday.
,

Suggested Guidelines
Consider firsCohe influences that.shaped American belief in indi,yidualis-m
as an idealreligious concepts, socioecOnoinic oppontunik
philosophy expressed in goVernmental struaure, educational policy,, and
the free enterprise system. What were the positive and negative regults oe
Ois ideal for individuals and for American society in the past?, Review ,
here the discussions in Units One and Two of econornic individUalism and
its expression and effras in the world of work and its consequences for the
natural environment and for Social 'organization. If freedom of thought
and action resulted in unprecedented rnaterial.and political benefits, were
there psychological costs?

Refecto the Reader selection about Mike fink. What conditions arid
values dOes ic reflect? Is the nineteenth-century individualism it expresses
still viable? ConSIder here Harris' comparisOn of earlier Americans' senie4,
of cnntrol over their lives 'to the situation today. What changed conditionst° does David Riesman's "other-directed" personality re4ct? Note thac pri.
vacy is a corollary .of individualism. Acthrding to I-16.*4- what is most
threatening to privac.'y todai? If big government and big Usiness
Americans' sense of personal sovereignty, how has goVernment interven01:":':
to equalize Opportunity and to;protect the inevidual?.Why does, indiVid;
ualism as a value and a nfdtyle appear,th be under attack? What evidence
does Harris find that the ideal' of individualism- is still' much alive? How
realistic is William Saroyan's prescription for reasserting personal au-
tc:nomy in a world of conformist pressures? Finally, how dc you answer
Harris questiOn as to whether social di-scipline and individual' desire can
continue to coexist creatively irj America?

4
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